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POWERS ARE

TRIED TO SHIELD WIFE
Chicago, June 20. in tne Van Vli"
singeu divorce suit today Peter Van
Vlissingen, whose mortgage forgeries
aggregated over hall' a million dollars,
testified thai he shielded his wife
from prosecution when his misdeeds
were discovered. Mrs. Van Vlissingen, u tail, slender woman, with two
children

a former husband, asks
divorce because her husband is a fel
THE PROPOSED CURRENCY LAW on. The Uuter, declaring that the
courts can not sever, "what God has
WILL MAKE FEDERAL SUPERjoined together," bases his defense on
VISION SUPREME.
the allegation that his wife, when she
was his stenographer, and after he
HOW
WORK married her, was cogniznat of his forWILL
SYSTEM

LOCATED
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BANKS WILL

RESERVE
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RESERVE BOARD'S

TWELVE

W IRE

VARIOUS

OF COUNTRY.

by

PERKINS

THINKS

HE WILL BE

HE GROWS AMBITIOUS
June 20. One more race
for Ira Davenort and then
retire
ment, which means liberty to fatten
up as much as he wants to without
having to torture himself back into
Chicago,

condition.
It is Davenport's ambition to set a
new SS0 yard record at the Central
A. A. U. championship meet at Evans-ton- ,
111., tomorrow.
After that he will
FOUNDER
OF
INTERNATIONAL
retire.
HARVESTER COMPANY TALKS
Davenport won points for the United States at the Stockholm Olympic
PESSIMISTICALLY.
games, but it was at the University of
uiai ne maae a name for him
INFORMATION IS INTERESTING cuii'ago
self, when he ran the greatest quarters and half miles ever seen in the
west.
DECLARES
HE WOULD
HAVE
Tomorrow he will be pitted against
TOLD ALL ABOUT TRUST AT
E. R G. Lindberg of Chicago and
ANY TIME REQUESTED.
Michigan's great runner, Haff.

geries.
With reference to his testimony that
he shielded the plaintiff from prosecution, lap-errecalled that Van Vlls- smger was arrested, pleaded guilty
sud was on his way to vac. penitentiary, ali in one afternoon.
HIS

INDICTED

mankind, loves
cheerful loser;
nicht wahr?

a,

CITY ED'TION

AMERICANTROOPS

TEDDY'S ADMIRER DEAD
Chicago, June 20. Miss II. Xeal.
who started
a
demonstration for

HARVARD SCORE

Roosevelt at the 1908 republican convention which nominated Taft, reA THREE-FOL- D
throwing a big "Teddy Bear" from the
gallery into the midst of the delegates
below, is dead at Crawley
Downs,
England, according to a private cable
gram received here today.
Miss Neal, whose father wan United
RESIDENT OF CANDELARIO, TEX. States district
attorney at Kaunas DEFEATS YALE IN A TRIO OF
SAYS THEY ARE WORSE THAN
City, was working here as a news- CONTESTS UPON THAMES
"
MEXICAN BANDITS
peper woman. While a safe numner
IN LONDON.
of delegates were pledged to Taft.
j there
were many among them who
CALLS
ON MR.
GARRISON would not have been surprised at a WINS THE VARSITY
RACES
stampede for Roosevelt, and the aerSAYS HE IS PREPARED TO SUR ial flight of the "teddy bear" was all THE
EIGHT-OARE- D
AMD
that was needed to start a
PRISE THE

FURNISH LITTLE
PROTECTIO

VICTORY

FOUR-OARE-

WAR

SECRETARY OF
WITH HIS STORY

EVENTS AfiE TAKEN
IN HANDILY.

SUSPECTED ROBBER FLEES
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 20.
FRESHEN COME IN AIIEAO
C. H. Walters, alias Walter Burke, esTHE
PELKEY
TRIAL.
WHEN THIS IS FURNISHED
FORMER PARTNER OF J. P. MOR- - L0ni
NAcaped frpin the city jail Irst nlht by
,
tw ,,.,
COMPLAINTANT SAYS THEY OF
Calgary, Alberta, June 20. Testi-- !
CRIMSON YOUNGSTERS OUTROYV
70 feet through an
t
climbing
GAN ROASTS THE GOVERN
TIONAL AND STATE BANKS
tigating tho discoloration found on the
mony of persons active in the promo-- '
TEN ENGAGE IN RIOTS AMONG
to the roof where he pried opan. a
THEIR BLUE RIVALS IN THE
MAY GET CURRENCY.
MENT'S ATTORNEY.
teeth of natives of this region, today-mad- e
tion of the pri.e fight wnich resulted
door and made his war to the
THEMSELVES
tiap
MORNING EVENT.
a report to the association.which
in the death of Luther McCarty here
.
s:reet through a corridor. Walters
Mani-tou,
Chicago, June 20. As. George W. is holding its annual session in
Washington, June 21). Congress May 24, was continued when ,the
war. arresicd on suspicion ff beiiu
20. Charges
June
Regatta Course, New London, Juna
that the
Washington,
"brown stain"
turned its eyes away from the tariff hearing of Arthur Pelkey, who is Perkins, former partner of the late
in numerous rooming house 20.
implicated
Americn
on
re-- 1
Harvard made a oean sweep pt
Mexican
that
soldiers
the
with
Texis
was
in
also
found
of
certain
J.
charged
and
p.
&
manslaughter,
scrutinized
part?
administhe
viewed
Morgan
today
it from
Co.,
robberies here.
the Thames today, her varsity eight-oaresumed today.
tration's currency bill.
the witness stand in the Internation- - as and Naples, Italy, and that a sus- border are as much outlaws as the
crew defeating Yalo over a
al Harvester company anti-trus- t
While the measure wril not he inhear pected area in Arizona is being' inves roving bands across the line, will be
four-mil- e
course by eight lengths.
before
laid
War
Garrison
of
The
committee
troduced in both houses until next
that
Edwin
P.
Secretary
attortigated.
today,
reports
IN
Grosvenor,
STICKNEY
LEAD
ing
Earlier
in
the day tho Harvard! var-cit- y
J.
a
is
to
merchant
J. Kilpatrick,
WILSON WILl, SIGN.
unable
ney for the government, knows but it
week, the tentative draft
explain the phenomenon today by
St. Louis, Mo.. June 20. Stuart G.
brought
won from Yale and later
four
of
.'s
Mr.
about informal discussion by which
of
Texas.
20.
Candelario,
to
it
"deals."
to
due
be
'"tie
June
After
peKilpatrick's
the
Washington,
although
thought
SJickney of the St. Louis Country
event was
President Wilson and the democratic
rue particular "deal" in question culiarities of water supply. Tho in- son is postmaster at that place, and club led F. D. Carr of the Hyperion the freshman eight-oareuieeung wuay u was saia
leaders hoped to deve.op harmony at the
the postoffice is situated in the elder club, Des Moines, in the first round also captured by the crew from Cam.
hite House that President was incidental to the formation of the vestigation will be continued.
bridge.
when the bill is launched for debate Wilson would sign the sundry civil International Harvester comanv (a
Kilpatrick's store.
s
of the championship
at the Harvard's
and amendment.
varsity eight covered:
Armed with a letter of introduction
appropriation bill with its provisions project fathered by Mr. Perkins, WAR VETERANS ENTERTAINED.
golf tournament to the course in 21 minutes
and 42 secWhile it has been known for some forbidding use of its funds for pros-- particularly with regard to witness's
20.
June
is
leadOscar
from
Ore.,
Eugene,
Underwood, majority
Eugene
day. At the end of 18 holes Stickney
onds, while Yale went over the ractime that the framers of the mea- ecution of labor unions and farmer efforts no purchase the
two days 4he annual er, Mr. Kilpatrick is prepared to assert was
for
.
entertaining
McCormick,
ing lane in 22 minutes and 20 sect
Sena pr organizations under the
McAdoo,
sureSecretary
Deering, piano, Osborne and Milwau- encampment of the department of to the secretary that the American
onds.
Harvard led in the big race,
The president will ' write a kee harvester companies. Mr. Per- Oregon, United States Spanish War soldiers are unruly and rioting among
Owen, Representative Glass and the law.
from
start
to finish, and was neve
tomemorandum
a
en12
of
his
The
Veterans.
attitude
president contemplate
system
opening of the
giving
kins, under
themselves and that they are failing
by Atthousand people saw
pressed.
reserve banks in districts
Fifty
whose ward the exemptions and his reasons torney Grosvenor, stood by his testi- campment today found the city elab- to afford protection to Americans. Mr. CINCINNATI
GOES
the two crews go over the course.
areas were not necessarily equal geo. for signing the bill, nevertheless.
mony that these concerns were under orately decorated for tho occasion. Kilpatrick, on his arrival yesterday,
The contest started at 3:46 o'clock
graphically but followed the lines of
Delegations of veterans and their sought out Mr. Underwood, whom he
consideration, but not these alone,
INTO
ICE
and
both crews held an even strength
BUSINESS
trade and domestic commerce. Inter"The title was successfully con- friends are here from Portland, Pen had known well years before in Alafor
the
first half mile. Harvard put
est centered today in the powers of ENSIGN KILLED IN
a
Vancouver
number
of
and
summated' in the case of four of the dleton,
bama. Candelario is a border town of
her shell a full length to the fore
where
are
other
cities
local
supervision to be exercised by the
camps
companies on the same date, wasn't
about, 500 inhabitants, virtually all of SUPPLIES PEOPLE WHO WERE within the first two
minutes of the
federal reserve board of nine memlocated. .
it?" suggested Attorney Grosvenoi,
whom are Mexicans.
Mr. Kilpatrick
CUT OFF BECAUSE OF
FALLING
contest. Ya'ie Increased her stroke
BIPLANE
bers over the reserve banks. Though
and members of his family, in fact,
"No, sir; not in the way. you want
STRIKE AT PLANTS
but fell constantly
behind.
Her
originally it was planned to give the
are said to be the only Americans now
me to say. I was working on the
stroke was uneven jand f there was
banks representation on the federal
WAS ClllEf DETECTIVE
LIEUTENANT
in the place.
TOWERS, WHO AC- propositions simultaneously, but
Cincinnati, O., June 20. The city of constant splashing of her Made, in
reserve board, it was argued that
COMPANIED BILLINGSLEY,
think they were not brought to con
Cincinnati went into the ice business sharp distinction to the clmm-cut- ,
enwould
have
the
they
practically
IS BADLY HURT.
elusions on the same day. '
IN THE BIG GRAFT?
today when it established depots at machine-lik- e
rowing of the Cambridge
Mexican Loan Delayed
tire management of the federal reof the fire engine houses of the crew.
all
The
that
stated
government
lawyer
serve banks, and that by placing the
Mexico City, June 20. Fifty million
Annapolis, Md., June 20. Ensign the four contracts were all signed
Harvard Wins Preliminaries
city, where families were supplied
board entirely in governmental con- William D.
dollars
of the Mexican government who could
of "Mississippi on July 28, 1912, and Mr. Perkins TESTIMONY OF CONVICTED MEN
Billingsley
not
obtain
crews won both prelimin
Harvard
their
from
ice
trol a check on the operations of the was
loan may not be available for six
instantly killed today, and Lieu- thought the deal might be completed
on account of the ary races in the annual regatta witli
PUTS SAN FRANCISCO MAN
regular
dqalers
reserve banks might be assured.
months, according to an explanatory strike of
tenant! John H. Towers of Georgia without anything'
IN BAD LiGHT
the ice wagon drivers, their Yale here this morning. The disagreebeing actually put
The operation of the plan of note was
to the public made by the
statement
when
probably
seriously
injured
on
and
was
That
a
helpers
paper.
engineers of ice plants. able weather conditions appeared to
formality.
is
issuance
explained in this way:
minister of finance today. Thirty mil- The
the biplane which they were maneuaction of the engineers in olng have no effect on the Crimson oarsSan Francisco, June 20. Captain
"Did not you get all the men toWhenever a state or national bank
lion dollars, he said, will be at the disover Chesapeake bay in the
on strike resulted in the closing down men, for in both varsity
and discuss the proposition?" Eugene Wall, former head of the San
desires to obtain currency it applies vering
of the government June 2G.
posal
of Kent island, collapsed and gether
vicinity
of a number of plants and a further and freshmen-eigh- t
races they led
Francisco detective bureau, will be
Mr. Grosvenor.
.first to the federal reserve bank m
persisted
"The only thing to prevent a
threw both men into th water.
curtailment of the ice supply.
their Eli rivals from start to finish. It
called as a witness in the trial of the
its region, accompanying application
the
with
"That,"
witness,
replied
A
of the transaction will be
in a motor boat witnessed
e
two suspended officials, Arthur
Many of the smaller ice companies rained steadily during the forenoon,,
with a tender of collateral security. the party
that conditions in Mexico become so
accident. and rescued Lieutenant. emphasis, "would have been the last
individual dealers have acceded but the Thames was almost without a
and
Charles
The security thus offered must be Towers.
and
charged
in
I
Taylor,
the
would
have
worid
bad as to make the placing of the to the demands of
They did not search for thing
the union and are ripple.
notes and bills, adopted for
with bunco men.
with
You
Mr.
cannot
Grosvenor.
conspiracy
done,
as his body was
bonds by the bankers impossible.".
ice to the hospitals and
race was little more
announcement was mad today
under ru'ies laid down by the Ensign Billingsley,
The
know much about deals to suggest
This
supplying
not in sight and it was presumed
The negotiations for the loan were
charitable institutions. Nearby cities than a procession. Harvard took the
federal reserve board, which may isa thing. I was particularly in-- I by District Attorney G. Fickert after
such
that he had sunk.
conducted in Paris through the Banque
sue up to $500,000,000 in notes.
have been asked to ship ice to Cin lead at 9:30 o'clock when the referee's
in keeping the men apart. a conference with Frank Esola, for
Lieutenant Towers was so badly terested
de Paris et Des Pays Bas.
The federal reserve banks must
of
cinnati.
Had
come
would
convicted
a
detective
and
pistol sent the crews away, and steadthey
they
togetner
merly
hurt that all speed was made' for the
hold 331-have advanced their prices on me. 1 having protected bunco men for a
per cent la gold of the Naval
ily increased it. At the finish of the
at
Annapolis.
hospital
Rebels to Collect Rent.
amount of notes advanced. The
wish you could see this organization share of their plunder.
two. miles five lengths separated tlia
20.
F.
Douglas, Ariz., June
Rivera,
notes also become a first and permaas I see It. You are looking back
the
from
victor
was
back
NO.
and vanquisher. The official-sailinEsola
BLAME
FIXED
brought
Body Not Recovered.
nent lien on the assets of the fedat it after ten years, while I look at penitentiary to take the stand for the revolutionary governor of Sina'ioa,
times of the two fours indicatJune 20. Ensign W.
Washington,
left Agua Prieta today after winning
a constructive wnote."
eral reserve banks. The element of D.
as
it
es
the
difference in speed, for Harin
trial.
the
state
from- the constitutional
Billingsley of Mississippi was
conference
"Yes," retorted the government atelasticity is obtained, according to killed and Lieutenant J. II. Towers
in the present trial, Mike
vard
crossed
the line in 11 minutes Ear
FOR
FATAL
WRECK
Testifying
there a promise that the Sonora
administration officials, in the levy- of
seconds, while Yale was over in 12
was seriously hurt by the torney, "we. are looking at the legal- Gallo, one of the convicted bunco rins,
Georgia
an
would
raise
to
endeavor
of its formation ten years ago', declared detectives had told hlra a
ing of an Interest charge on the note
minutes, 11 seconds.
of their aeroplane' whily fly- lty
army of 40,000 men for a campaign
j That
issue. This rate is to be established collapse
is what we are interested in."
The struggle for honors between tho
share of the money he paid for protec- in Sinalao. Rivera is on his way to CORONER'S JURY VIEWS SCENE
ing over Chesapeake bay, near Anj
"You could have learned this long
by the federal reserve board, with due
first
de
of
the
to
then
head
went
Wall,
year crews, however, was a real
tion
napolis, today.
are
OF COLLISION IN CALIFOROrtiz, where the Carranzistas
regard to the prevailing charge in
race.
The two officers started early to- ago." replied Mr. Perkins, "if you tective force. This accusation also is facing the federal commander, Ojeda,
Although the Crimson won, the
NIA YESTERDAY
the money market. It is calculated
from the naval academy in a had bn'iy called me then. But you said to have been made in the con- for a decisive battle.
showing of the Yale youngsters was
day
that a fall in the demand for money,
did not and I had to wait until now
for Ciaibourne, Md.
fession of Logiano Ravigo, now enThe Sonora state government is
Vallejo, Calif., June 20. Little pros-- i eAuemmu DO,n t,su,s CSM tne wat- accompanied by a decline in the mar- When about five to seven miles from when I am testifying under notice.
er at the bridge at 10:32 o'clock anA
St. Louis under guard to reported to have issued an order that ress
route
from
today toward fixing the
I probably will be criminally indictket rate of interest, would furnish
at an
u
trial. Fick- the rebels shall collect and keep for blame for the collision on the Sun
the
in
Annapolis the
witness
a
as
appear
rlver towura me two nnia
an incentive for the retirement of
ed for having given yon this
conaltitude of about 1,000 feet, capsized
38 strokes to the minute.
other
rents
all
at
three
war
from
mark
ert
said
persons
purposes
today
accruing
Francisco, Napa and Calistnga e'.ee
the treasury notes.
and began to fall and when it had
In the opening dash Harvard
nected with the police bunco ring con- property within the state. This or- trio line yesterday which cost 13 lives.
dropped about 400 feet Ensign Bil- spiracy had offered him their evi- der affects the property owned by
conductor' of lhejed a !it'Ue more tMah and drive in it
Riehman,
BREWERS
FIGHT PROHIBITION,
lingsley fell or was thrown out and UANDALL PLEADS GDILTV dence. The revelations of Ravigo, he foreigners as well as that of Mexi- wrecked flyer," was
reported at the soke and gradually nosed into Cr.fr
Topeka, Kan., June 20 A tempor- - killed.
At noon his tody had not
cans.
';
had
brought them to
said,
to
have regained conscious-- j lea until at the first half telle mart,
hospital
ary restraining order preventing of- - been recovered,
Constitutionalists Beaten.
no one was permtttod 016 Cambridge crew led by a half
ness
but
today,
fieials of Kansas City, Kas., from
Lieutenant Towers remained in the
Douglas, Ariz., June 20. Defeated ta see him.
His testimony as to the length, rowing 33 strokes to- the-arresting drivers of brewery wagons, machine and fell with it into Chesa-oby a flank movement executed by
is of tlw utmost'! ule.'against. Yale's 32.
he
received
the petition of five brewing com- - peake bay, where he was rescued and
General Pedro Ojeda's force of 4,000
TODAY IN CONGRESS
A quarter of a mile from tLa Uu'i-entertain
The
doctors
importance.
panies operating sin Kansas City, hurried to the Navy hospital, injured FORMER
LAS VEGAS CHURCH
Mexican federals, the constitutionalrace proved too much for tho L'Hs
the
inMo., was issued today in the federal although it is not known how brtdiy
WORKER
ADMITS GUILT IN
ists are in full retreat toward ller- - hopes of bis recovery although his
a scant length, separated ih9 t
and
are
serious.
court. The Kansas City, Kas., ordi- Boats from the naval academy are
ALBUQUERQUE COURT.
Not mosillo, according to reports today juries
crews at the finish. Harvard inl;:!ioi
Washington, June
nance against which the injunction searching for Billingsley's body and
in
Several
the
pre
of
injured
thirty
from federal sources on the American
in session; meets Saturday.
is directed, was passed several weeks for the wreckage of the machine to
critical conditions besides Riehman, the two miles in 10:41 as s'r.v'ns;:
N. M., June 20.
Albuquerque,
to discuss tar- side of the border. The battle is
caucussed
Democrats
Yale's time, 10:45.
in
the
course
a
ago
of
convention find evidence of the cause of the Uobert S. Randall, alias Gates, alias
to have raged ail day yeterday but. the doctors believe all will live.
iff bill as amended by the finance com- said
for more strict enforcement of the accident.
scene
the
of
viewed
coroner's
The
Moore, today in the district court
of
Jury
in
and today
the streets
Ortiz.
mittee.
PORTLAND MAN HGNOP.5TD.
Webb law and the Mahin state law
The death of Ensign Blllingsi
The rebel junta here refused either the wreck and the bodies of the dead
pleaded guilty to the embezzlement
Met at noon.
House
of Kansas controlling interstate ship- makes a total of nine fatalities in of $94 from the local branch of the
Ore., Jane 20. J. it. r
at
not
Portland,
but.
arrived
has
to confirm or deny the reports.
any
today,
Passed concurrent resolution for
ments of liquor.
ington of this city was elactsd i
to a federal agent, the
the government service since the .1. S. Brown Mercantile company of
According
of congress in house
dent today of the American Kw;--r
Denver. Randall fled from Albuquer- joint session
army began experiments with
to hear President. constitutional forces, numbering
chamber
Monday
men's association at tho antniifl
was
at
machines
arrested
Fort
last
Christmas
and
are
as
Myer,
railroad
que
the
tearing up
STRIKERS ARE SENTENCED
his address on currency
sion of the orpnnization. C:or!;i
In 1908. His death is the iirst some three weeks ago at Rnid, Okla., Wilson read
in good order. Rails are
retire
Va.,
A TRIP.
AVIATORS
TAKE
they
Paterson, N. J., June 20. Thirfy-onwhere he was conducting revival legislation.
in the aviation corps of the navy.
San Diego, Ca'iif., Juna .sO. Three O., was selected for the
being loaded on cars and taken with
striking silk workers, members of the
Repesentative Nceley urged reopen- the army to prevent, the rehabilita- army officers. Lieutenants
was born in Mississippi services in the Baptist church.
Billingsley
Brecton, year.
Industrial Workers of the World, who
The prisoner came to Ne Mexico ing of the money trust inquiry.
in 1887," graduated from the naval
tion of the road. It is said a thous- Geiger and Goodier, 13 mechanicians
were convicted recently of unlawful
A FATAL
Senate and house joint committee and constitutionalists
will leave for Honfought, their and four
academy and was attached to the some four years ago, first locating
assemblages, were sentenced today to aviation corps in that year.
St, Lou's, 3w.c
at. Las Vegas, where for nearly tutce urged to amend and broaden, Erdman way to Ojeda's rear, cutting him off olulu July 5, according to slatfinonts
serve three months cache at hard labor
from his base at Guaymas. Tho fed- made today at ta army
aviation killed and tbrp' w
Lieutenant Towers is a native of years he was active in church work. act.
in the county jail. As soon as the
Secretary McAdoo asked $100,000 ap- eral commander directed his attack ictool ca ICorUi Island. Order to wore wound'-- l,"-Georgia. He was born in 1885. grad- In Colorado Randall erred a term
sentences were imposed the court sus- uated from the naval academy In as a member of the fifteenth general propriation for vessels to enforce laws at the rebel flank, however, and
'
Gig effect ara expected daily f"m volvitcj; dni,i v.n
pended their infliction, subject to the 1900 and assigned to the aviation assembly and is sni'l ti have made for protection of Alaskan fish and fur crumpled It up, forcing
Iho' with- tlm war nVparlttiont, canyon "'' 11ii VwrnU'r !'.!:,
good behavior of the prisoners.
an excellent reciidi
animals.
ttiO plan eanouncoa ivoiiOib bro.
drawal of the whole force.
corps 'last December.
DEMAND

WILL

COLLATERAL

KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONED

WATER STAINS TEETH
Colorado Springs, Colo., June 20.
The special committee of the state
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RECENTLY ELECTED VICt
DENT TO GO THROUGH THE
"
SOUTHWEST
,

EXCEPT

Tupeka, Kan., June 20. Edward
Chambers, the new vice president of
Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose,
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail
way company, in charge of traffic, ap
Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Interwoven Socks,
pointed to succeed the late George T
(Nicholson, will in the near future
Toilet Goods,
Silk, Butterick Patmake a trip over the system accomand Publications, all Threads and ail
panied by P. B. Houghton, freight traffic manager, and W. J. Black, passenShoes
ger traffic mamager. J. It. Koontz,
general freight agent, and J. M.
general passenger agent, will go
with them over the eastern and western lines. The party will spend a
day in Topeka. The time for the trip
has not yet, been fixed.
Mr. Chambers was born at Wanke-tan- ,
111., February 16, 1859, and grew
receiving his education In
there,
up
the public schools. As a boy he did
Mi3f'yaaai3Maa3i
farm work and clerked in a store,- and
at the ase of 19 ho entered the ser-- j quite respectable crop's, where they
vice of the Santa Fe Railway company would produce nothing if they fall to
as a freight handler, in the depot at. keep up the work of cultivation. He
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Pueblo, Colorado. That was in 1878,! asks that all Impress upon their neigh
bors
the
not
with
the
of
advisability
and Mr. Chambers has been
stopping
4
the work on their land and crops.
Santa Fe ever since.
N.
Santa
Fe
M., June 20. Joseph
At Pueblo Mr. Chambers served as
Asks State to Aid Roads
of
has been disAigodones,
Budager
freight handler, check clerk, transfer
A suggestion has been made by the
foreman and cashier. He was agent railways of Kansas, to the public serv charged from bankruptcy by Judge
at San Diego, Calif., a while, and went ice commission, that. Inasmuch as W. H. Pope in the federal court.
to Los Angeles, where he was agent, congress has provided for a valuation
Admitted to Practice.
commercial agent and general freight by the interstate commerce commisH. B. Hamilton, district attorney
agent of the lines west of Albuquer- sion of the properties of all common of
the Third judicial district, with
que, successively. In March, 190i, he carriers within each state and the comat Carrazozo, has been
headquarters
was appointed aps'stant freight traffic mission has
appointed a board of five admitted to practice before the fedinanager cf the system with headquar-f- i expert civil engineers, and the Investi eral district court. He was admitted
rs in San Francisco, which position gations and valuations provided for by on motion of M. E.
Hickey of
1" held until his recent promotion.
the act are to be Immediately made
"
Chambers is recognized as high In
with the carriers, that
fcinlnirity on transcontinental traffic the public service commission do not
Federal Petit Jury.
matters, and has a keen insight to
The federal jurors ordered to be on
undertake a valuation of the lines in
"nditions. He has devoted much Kansas
pending the investigation and hand Monday, July 23, to try cases
time to plans for finding markets for valuations to be made by the inter set for that day are: Alfredo Mon-toyoverproduction in the Santa Fe terri- state commission. It Is also recomPedro' A. Sandova'i, Epiruenio
tory, and it is expected that his ser mended that the public service com Martinez, Juan Ortega, Jesus Gonvices to his patrons in this field of op- mission
with the carriers in zales y R., Luis Quintana, Felix Garciin' ion will be especially, helpful in
facilitating the work of the Interstate cia, Patrocino Lopez, E. C. de Baca,
noral movement for agricultural commerce commission.
the
Meregildo Sena, Patricio Garcia, 8.
and industrial development in the
This recommendation is made by Spitz, Juan Mondragon, F. S. Ortega,
o
west, and for more efficient marketing the carriers because of the belief that Julius Seligman, D. C. Winter,
Dick
James
of products.
Uriasta,
Huber,
true
correct
and
there can be only one
Baca, Nicanor Baca, Jose Baca and
Crops Will Save Railroads
valuation for the purpose of
Ed TJlibarri.
Hallway officials are praying for
etc., and the valuations determinI,.
r crops fhis fall, as necessary ed
commerce
Interstate
for
the
and
by
Cases ,in Federal Court.
tc "five the railway situation. "I be- - commission should serve the
purposes
Cases in federal court have been
lii've that big crops are necessary to of the commissions in the different
the railroads this year," said W. D, states. It Is to avoid confusion in the disposed of as follows:
United States vs. Mollie D. Brad-fielCanliilon, general manager of the Chi-- f methods and reduce the expense Inand John. A. Moore. Moore filed
r
"With-rnii.'o & Northwestern system.
cident to obtaining several valuations a
disclaimer, and judgment was
the aid of the business that will on
differing bases that this suggestion taken against the two defendants and
follow good props some of the roads has been made
by the railways. The
which have been drifting toward in- railways have recommended to the patent to land canceled.
United States vs. the fort Pitt Copsolvency will have trouble this fall, I public service commission of Missouri
company. Action for trespass and
per
ftur. This being so we are especially and the
corporation commission of Ok- for cutting timber. The facts were
to
hear from our lines the best lahoma, who have ordered similar
glad
stipu'iated in this case and Judgment
crop news we have had in years. From work, that action in those states be was rendered for $225 and costs. The
Minnesota, Iowa and Nebraska we are
suspended pending compilation of data trespass occurred in Union county.
receiving uniformly excellent reports by the interstate commission.
United States vs. Luis Aragon and
of prospects and conditions. We shall
others; suit dismissed 'by plaintiff.
Bonded
Indebtedness
Frisco's
have crop damage talk, but general
United States vs. Fred Atkinson;
A prominent official of the Frisco
conditions are so' good that we are
judgment taken by default and patent
confident the yield will be excellent." said in an Interview recently he knows to' land canceled.
The Santa Fe also reports generally of no one connected with the system
excellent crop prospects all along that who is not anxious for the InvestigaResignations and Appointments.
The following officers of the Nasystem. All the southwestern linns re- tion about which so much has been
said. He added: "A fair example of tional Guard of New Mexico have
port excellent crop prospects.
the accuracy of some recent state- submitted their resignations, which
Keep ori Cultivating Land
In
onnection with the dry spell ments is the one coming from Wash- have been accepted:
from which the southwestern country ington repeatedly putting the bonded
Captain William F. Brogan, First
lias benn suffering, George K. An- debt of the Frisco at $75,000 a mile. infantry.
Second Lieutenant John A. McCol-lum- ,
drews, agricultural commissioner of The true figures are: Bonds, $40,731;
First infantry.
the Missouri Pacific, sent out from St. stocks, $10,847 ; car trust obligations,
Mr. James L. Seligman of Santa Fe
Louis heaflfiiiitrters a circular to farm- ?2,22C; total of all, $33,S04. The difers and others along the line calling ference between the Washington alle- Is appointed captain in the National
upon them rmt to stop cultivating gation $75,000 bonds per mile, and the Guard of New Mexico, to date from
of lack of rain- true figure of only a little more than today, vice Brogan, resigned. Captheir land
ket-up ffie work and $40,000 per mile, amounts to more than tain Seligman is assigned to duty as
fall, but to
'
conserve the moisture. In $200,000,000.
This is a huge mistate-ment- , regimental commissary First Infantry
even for a politician under a full and will report in person to Co'i. E. C.
th;. way Mr. Andrews holds that they
Abbott for duty.
will bo nble in many instances to get head of steam."
Mr. Eben F. Coll of Artesia is appointed first lieutenant in the National Guard 'Of New Mexico, to date
Santa Fe to Build Track
from today, vice Newkirk, resigned.
Lieutenant Coll is assigned to duty
San Bernardino, Calif., June 20.
'
iSumP-ollsMis
railroad
Fe
That the Santa
planning with Company C, First infantry and
LARGEST VARIETY
FINEST QUALITY
to use its own tracks between Mojave wijl report In person to Captain Glen-nafor duty.
and Bakersfield on the Arizona divisFirst
Lieutenant John Collier Is
hold
lease
via
its
and
ion,
relinquish
relieved from duty with the First Inof the Southern Pacific tracks between the points, Is the belief of rail- fantry and transferred to the
list.
road men, following the report that
First
Lieutenant itarold Hurd,
the company had made surveys and
is assigned to duty as battalion adjutant, Third battalion, First
Furthermore an expenditure of
infantry, vice Collier transferred to
:'5Sl' B!
is said to be considered to
list. Lieutenant Hurd
unassigned'
build the new road a distance of 70 will
report by letter to Major Arthur
miles. The route proposed
by the Bail for duty.
".'IT EBGE" the only ludies'eboe rimming that most feasible survey is said to pass
By command of the governor.
ciMiioim Oil. Blacks ami lolilieit indies'
luvr-)Tar- find ciiikireii's boom and shoes, shines niliioul rob- - through a rich section and near
A. S. BROOKES',
" ;m , u
.i .
tioss." we.
ton. Adobe, Unadilla, the Miller-Lu- x
Adjutant General, Chief of Staff.
"ii'lMJV combination for flfanimj and nolishinj
ah k iicih of rnssfit or tan shoes, jse. ' sr Ail" iusIOc. ranch, Tejon ranch, Los Alamos ranch Official. A. S. Brooks,
Adjutant Gen.
KV V!l"(lii Ihihid form Willi sionM))npi(.
and the west Antelope valley.
v.
it
culms shoes, lUcJktBc
jj
" ,s..,,
A whitens BITK. Nl'BUCK,
To become independent of the
Business Outlook Is Good. '
f. ii nm! I .
Mims. In roumt white cak.-Southern Pacific for that stretch of
The Moody Manuel company, which
c, la
sji kidc bosos, with epottge,
litre fwfiniiuuiii boxes, with sponge, 2fic
track it will cost the Santa Fe about is a standard authority on all corpor- kind
tf rrwir
us
not kwp
you wnt,
iu
fun pizp
ti.t
cliaiat-- vi'X.
$50,000
per mile, while under the pres- ative property matters throughout the
V "f!
ORE BROS.
CO.,
ent agreement the road uses the track United States, writes the following
optimistic letter to Attorney General
Awe tuuAet in the Wurid,
jointly and pays accordingly.
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Clancy, as to the condition of stocks
which points to good business pros-

ing to such persons; to render educa
tional assistance in arts and trades
which will be beneficial to them, and
pects throughout the country:
New York, June 12, 1913.
generally to assist such persons, diHon. Frank W. Clancy,
rectly and indirectly, to better their
Santa Fe, TT. M.
health and general condition; to pubDear Sir: The time to buy good lish such literature as such directors
shall deem expedient relative to their
securities is nw.
If you have money to invest, this work."
break in the stock market may give
A substitute medicine is never for
you the unusual opportunity of buythe benefit of the buyer. Never be
ing very near the bottom.
While lower prices are possible, we persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
and Tar Compound for coughs
believe that nearly all good securities Honey
and colds, for children or for grown
are selling below intrinsic values, persons.
It is prompt and effective.
and that no mistake will be made in !t comes in a yellow package, with
a judicious purchase of the market beehive on carton. It contains no
opiates. Take no substitute for Foat current prices for a 'iong pull.
O.
Honey and Tar Compound.
If your inclination is toward rail- ley's
G. Schaefer and
Red Cross ' Drug
road securities, Moody's manual for Store.
1913 has analytical criticisms In connection with the descriptive matter
A Worker
Appreciates This
of each of the 100 more Important
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
systems, which will help you to make Oregon,, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder Incapaup your list
citated me for all work. About eight
These analysis are worked out on months
ago I
using Foley Kida per mile and per cent basis, cover- ney Pills, and began
they have done what
ing a series of years; tnls will enable other medicines failed to do, and now
of real I am feeling fine. I recommend Foyou to make comparisons
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
value.
Red Cross Drug Store.
Good copper stocks are selling at
bargain prices. Our manual gives
No Substitute Could do This
you the fullest details regarding all
No inferior substitute but only the
these properties, flood second grade genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
railroad bonds are on the bargain rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Net., of his
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
counter.
are selling at bothered with backache, and the pain
Many industrials
to the back of my head,
would run
their lowest prices rot years, irre- and I had up
spells of dizziness. I took
spective of intrinsic vilues.
Foley Kidney Pills 'and they did the
We are bu'ilish on this country
work and I am now entirely rid of
on all good securities.1, We believe kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
you will make monej if you will Red Vross Drug Store.
make purchases outright, put the securities In your box, and' forget them
The Brilliant Stars of June
until next winter.
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
We have never takes a stand of Saturn and Jupiter will all be
morning
this kind before, but w have suffic- stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
is
at
all
Compound
times the "Star"
ient confidence In the future to be
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
willing to go on records
cough. A cold in June is as
In the meantime you vill want our whooping
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneunew 1913 edition to help ypu to make monia as at any other
time, but not if
your selection.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
Mail me your order today on the taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
enclosed blank. Very tru'iy,
CHARLES W. JONES,
President.
'

Lots of Automobile

FOR

ARKANSAS

GOVERNORSHIP.

Little Rock, Ark., June 20 After
one of the tamest political campaigns Arkansas has known in years
the democrats will engage in a state
primary election tomorrow to select
a candidate for governor to succeed
Governor Joe T. Robinson, who resigned to accept election to the United States
senate. There are but
two candidates for the nomination,
former Congressman Stephen Brun-didgJr., of Searcy, and Judge G.
W. Hayes of Camden.
TEXTILE INDUSTRY.
Charleston, S. C, June 20. The annual convention of the Southern Textile association, composed of the engineers and operative officials of all
the large cotton mills of the south,
met here today and was called to
order by President T. M. McEntire.
Mill experts of New England as well
as the south presented papers on
various technical problems connected
with the cotton manufacturing industry. The convention will conclude tomorrow with the election of officers.
SOUTHERN

No person need hesitate to take Foley Kidney Pills on the ground that
they know not what is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure
curative medicine, specially prepared
for kidney and bladder ailments and
irregularities. They do not contain,

habit forming drugs. Try them.
Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store.
O--

Stings or bites of insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as thej
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co.
WHOOPING COUGH
"I have used Chamberlain's Cougbf
Remedy
every since I have beee
keeping house and I consider it one-o-

f

the best medicines I have ever
used. My children havn all used it
and it works like a charm for cold
and whooping cough. In fact, I consider it good for any kind of a throat
or lung trouble, and do not think any
household complete without it," writes
L. C. Haines, of Marbury, Aia.
You
will look a good while before you find
a better preparation than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for colds ontf
whooping cough In children. It
For sale by all dealers Adv.
tains no narcotic and is pleasant t

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
When the baby Is suffering the douthe bowels and puts the system in
Price 50c. ble affliction of hot weather and bowgood healthy condition.
el disorders, the remedy needed is
Sold by Central Drug Co.
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR.
It reduce
the feverish condition, corrects the
stomach and checks looseness of the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinlnt bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. ,
Tablets. !ruggist8 refund money If li
K
tails to cure
W. GROVE'S aig
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
nam re is on each box. 25c.
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
across my back, with a burning and
scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS, Pills as advised, with results certain
sure. I felt toned up and invigorYour druggist will refund money and
I recommend
ated.
Foley Kidney
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure Pills." For
backache, rheumatism, ,
case
of
any
Itching, Blind, Bleeding lumbago, and all kidney and bladder-ailmentsuse Foley Kidney Pills. O.
or Protrding Piles In 6 to 14 days.
G. Schaefer and
Red
Cross Drug
50c.
yawn- a good deal of

con-tak- e

Store.

Licenses.

There are some 1,100 automobile
licenses issued to date by the secretary of state. Over 150 new licenses
have been issued since the new law
has come into effect.
Weights and Measures Law.
Since the operation of the new
weights and measures law, the counties throughout the stale are generally ordering outfits through the secretary of state in order to equip the
sheriffs of the various counties with
the outfits provided for by law.
Tubercular Camp for Children.
Articles of incorporation have been
filed with the state corporation commission by the Children's National
Tubercular society of the state of
Illinois, not for profit hut to maintain
camps throughout the United States.
The headquarters In New Mexico will
be, at Alamagordo, and the statutory
agent is C. M. Markley. v The board
of directors of the corporation is composed of the following doctors: C.
Vermeren, president; Paul Burmas-ter- ,
secretary'; C. B. Saunders, David
B. Lyman, Jr., David H. Reeder. In
stating the objects of the society the
articles contain the following:
"The character of the business
which is to be transacted in the
state of New Mexico Is to provide
homes and accommodHtions for persons afflicted with tuberculosis, or
who are subjected to tuberculosis,
and other ailments; to operate and
maintain homes and camps throughout the United States which will be
beneficial to such persons; to provide
facilities for giving vocational train
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COMMISSIONERS

00

TO VISIT

HUNGARY
UNITED STATES AGRICULTURAL
PLEASED
INVESTIGOTORS
WITH CONDITIONS.

Budapest, Hungary, june 20. In a
special train provided by the Hungarian government, the American Commission on Agricultural
was brought here from Flume, the
principal Hungarian seaport.
The agriculture of Hungary lacKs
the extreme intensiveness which was
so marked in Italy, probably because
of insufficient labor. Rural Hungary
more closely resembles rural America than any other country of Europe.
In years past Hungary, like the
Halted Startes, resorted to foreign
immigration to increase her population.
But wars and the too rapid
increase of foreign peoples prevented any assimilation and today in
Hungary there are Magyars, Germans,
Roumanians, Croats, SerSlovaks,
vians, Saxons and what not, all clinging to their languages and fighting
against race extinction. In every attempt made to further the agricultural interest of the country ,these
conditions had to be taken into consideration. The big estates owned
by the nobility complicated matters.
The serfs were given their freedom
just at the time when the landed nobility was financially in the worst
condition.
But despite these handicaps the
Hungarian government, has constructed a system of agricultural credit
both for mortgage loans and for short
time credit needs of the farmers
which has proven of the greatest
value. Government aid has played
an important part in the work.
The mortgage credit institutions
of Hungary are neither purely cooperative nor strictly private. Tht
oldest and most important mortgage
bank of Hungary is the Hungarian
Mortgage Institute, founded in 1863.
The government contributed $200,000
of the capital stock of the company
and the balance. was subscribed by
"founders" who, however, were only
required to pay in 10 per cent of
the amount of the stock for which
rethey subscribed. These founders
ceive a dividend limited to 5 per cent
of their subscriptions. Besides the
founders, every landowner who p'mc-ea mortgage with the bank is a
member of 4he bank. Only mortga
gors who have a mortgage indebtedness to the bank of at least $20,000
have any personal voice in the affairs of the bank. The other members may elect representatives to the
general meeting; Of course as soon
as a farmer's mortgage expires his
membership in the bank ends.
Under this form of organization
the Hungarians attempted to secure
the
principle, of representation of the borrowing farmers,
while at the same time placing tne
greater part of the power in the
Only the
hands of the founders.
founders have the power to elect the
president and board of control. The
management has fallen into the hands
of a few men, however, who have so
managed its affairs lor the public
good that it has satisfactorily met
the mortgage demands of Hungarian
landowners, with the fault, however,
that its business is carried on almost
exclusively with the large landowners. The process or securing money
to lend landowners is that of selling
bonds equal in amount to the mortgages placed with the bank and secured by the mortgages, and, secondly, by the capital and reserve funds
of the bank.
i

d

The failure of the Hungarian Land
Mortgage Institute to meet demands
of small farmers led to the organiNational
zation of the Hungarian
Small Holdings Mortgage Institute,
upon lines similar to the Hungarian
Land Mortgage Institute, but with
the provision In its charter that it
should not grant loans to large landowners until the demands of small
owners had been satisfied. This bank
also grants loans to peasant farmers
is
when a big estate
Mortgage
among many holders.
loans are granted for ouly 50 per
cent of the value of the land in Hungary, but it has been found that when
the in
any big estate is
come from the land is so increased
that it is entirely safe to loan up to
s
of the value. In this way
the peasant farmers are aided to buy
big estates.
One fact of special interest to the
American commission was developed
in its study of the Hungarian mortIt is frequently the
gage system.
practice for banks of deposit to loan,
money on mortgages, and to turn
these mortgages over to the mortgage banks, who in turn issue bonds
based upon the mortgages. In such
instances the bank of deposit appraises the property, makes the loan,
guarantees the mortgage which it
turns over to the mortgage bank,
and often collects the payments of
interest and principal. For this service the mortgage bank allows the
local bank, a small percentage.
Personal credit of Hungarian farmers is granted through
societies which are united in the
Hungarian Central Credit
society. The principal lesson to
the American commission from its
study of these banks was in the value
of a concentration c' the credit reserves, that is., that through the central society, the weaker local societies
in times of stress could draw support,
first, from stronger local societies,
and then from the
All of the local societies debank.
posit their surplus funds with the
central society, which lends to other
societies in need of funds.
Experts from the government and
from the institutions appeared betore
the American commission to give testimony as to the operations of these
systems of agricultural credit. The
commission was taken around Budainstipest to investigate all of the
were
several
pamphlets
and
tutions,
for the
the
government
preparedly
special guidance of the Americans
Two official banquets were tendered the commission during its stay
in Budapest, at which Dr. Clarence
J. Owens, managing director of the
Southern Commercial congress, which
Dr.
organized the commission, and
oi
meniDer
L.
Butterfield,
iKenyon
the federal commission appointed dv
President Wilson, spoke.
two-third-

Austro-Hungaria-
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JAPS ATTEND THEIR
OWN FUNERAL

RITES

INVITE FRIENDS TO FUNCTION
AT GRAVES OF "FORTY-SEVERONINS."
New York, June 20. Memories of
isJapan are vividly recalled in the
land empire just now by funeral serv.

ices that have been held over three
living men at the graves of the
"Forty-seveRonins," the band1 who
committed harakiri in the sixteenth
century after avenging in kind the
murder of their master. Although
the law frowns on suicide in any form
hara-kirpublic sentiment approves It by
Death by that means is considered heroic, and it has been chosen
not only by those who have disdained
to survive their
superiors or who
have accomplished a mission of revenge, but also by many who have
wished in that way to proclaim
n

i.

lufiy'o FureMaKUhlskey
For over half a century has strengthened tho aged
and broughthealth and happiness to young a. id old.
""n.

Mad

for medicinal purposes only,
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Strength to Resist Wintry

IPS

Best Family Medicine.
"We always keepDuffy's Pure
.Malt Whiskey in our home, be
cause of the great good it has
done my husband, child andself. k
When we first heard of it we were all
run down with hard work. My husband
had used it only one week when I
noticed a decided improvement, which
1 also used it when I had
continued.
change of life, and obtained wonderful
results." Mrs. M. Drolet, 2G0!) Caldwell St, Omaha, Neb.

Elasta.

"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
has done me a world of good. I
am rjast 60. vet have superin
tended my men all Summer in the
sun, and never lost a day. I am
sure I could not have done so had it
not been for the strength Duffy's
a day the past
gave me. I never lost
two Winters that a man could possibly
work in the open." Harry E. King,
Brunswick, Md.
boil-ingh- ot

dftalora: $1.00 a

Sealed bottles only by most drutrsisU.

bottle.

Rochester, N. Y.

The .Dully Malt Wiuukey Co.,
eW
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ANOTHER

'KNOCKED OUT

EEDIIG

With

Eczema.
Watery Blisters.
Could Not
Sore.
Disfigured and
Put Them in Water, Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

and sore.
Tho trouble was very
annoying, and disturbed my sleep. This
last February it was ever so much worse
than before. I did not do all my work on
account of the condition of my hands. I
could not put them In water without making them worse. I tried a lot of home
remedies, also salves and liniments that
claimed to be a euro for the trouble, but
I did not obtain a cure.
"At last I saw tho advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I sent for
a sample. I thought they would cure, so
box of Cuticura
I sent for a fifty-ceOintment and some Cuticura Soap. A
doctor advised me to keep ahead with the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and they cured
No trace of tho trouble
me completely.
remains." (Hignod) Mrs. Mary Taylor,
Mar. 29, 1912.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-d
dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
Tonder-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Cample free.
time,

HEALTH AUTHORITY DECLARES
DRAFTS ARE BENEFICIAL,
"Yes, and pneumonia and ceryaa or
NOT DANGEROUS
cold in the head germs, too. They're
indoor plagues, all of them, and the
When Noah Webster was a small
germs can't exist a moment In cold air
boy, his mother, like all good
You've undoubtedly read the reports
mothers, carefully shielded him of various polar explorers how they
from hobgoblins, night air, drafts aud never catch cold all the time they are
such things. But Noah had remark-abi- e away from civilized communities and
vitaity, for lie outgrew the cod- the artificially heated house, althorugh
dling and ultimately reached man's they necessarily live very unhygienic
estate. Among his works was a ro lives and suffer the most severe ex
mance which enjoyed a remarkable posure Imaginable."
T
sale, says Dr. w Hliam Brady In the
I've often read such
New- York Sun.
"
things, but still still I'm afraid
In Chapter D of the unabridged edi
"You're still laboring undor the de
tion of that book Doctor Webster de- lusion we all harbored a few years
voted a lino or two to the elucidation ago. Just look at it in tne common
of the etymology of the word "draft." sense way,, Mrs. Pepper. Why should
Nary a word did he say about its al moving air hurt us Indoors if it doess
leged dangers, nnr did he even refer not harm us outdoors
to direct and indirect varieties, so
Well, I'm sure I don't know. IJut
much employed by indoor sanitariums the authorities have always warned us
in their advice to mothers, but just to be careful about drafts. Even you
this: "A draft is the moving of air." used to tell us that, doctor." '
Noah may not have been feeling well
'I plead guilty, but I've been forced
when he perpetrated that unpardon to change my mind, Mrs. Pepper. You
able joke on his contemporaries. The see, the modern outdoor treatment of
moving of air! The very idea! As tuberculosis
and pneumonia has
though moving air could hurt any taught us a groat many things we didbody! What he should have called it n't know even ten years ago. At Sea
The Breeze Hospital, for Instance, where
is "the household hurricane!"
man was positively cynical about it.
little children are being miraculously
Moving air Is entirely too tame a cured of even bone tuberculosis by
definition when you take into consider cold air, the word drafts is excluded
ation all the damage a draft Is said to from the vocabulary. In fact, they
be capable of doing. Nothing less than have regular Indoor hurlcanes, blowthe household hurricane will suffice ing through the wards day and night,
for us housebred hygienists. We want summer and winter. The windows are
fresh air, certainly, lots of it day and never closed and the children have no
night, but as to drafts well, just lis- colds; they enjoy the bracing effect of
ten to the family
the air every minute.'
"Then shall we remove the screens
"Yes, Mrs. Pepper, have plenty of
-

p.

post-car-
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against wrongs, real or fancied, tuat
they cculd not redress or prevent
while living.
Recent political turmoil in Japan,
involving a change of ministry, has
been taken seriously to heart by
many of the people. The trio who
signed the invitation to their funeral
are known as notorious "soshi," or
desperadoes. No one has yet learned their purposes, but it is assumed
that they must be based on their
notion of patriotism, for which they
expect to sacrifice their lives. Following Is the invitation sent out by
them
"The undersigned, in view of the
politicai situation, have now decided
to start on a very important mission
at the risk of their lives. They desire, therefore, to hold a farewell
meeting with their acquaintances before the graves of tte Forty-BeveRonins and drink water together and
at the same time Hold their funeral
services while they are still alive.
They request all who would join the
function to come to the senUa-feug- l
temple, Takanawa, Shiba, at 9 a. m.
on Saturday next.
"The exact date of their death is
not yet certain, but the priests will
read Scriptures before their coffins
as in a funeral service. Upon their
death no further services will be held
nor any wreaths accepted.
"KANJIRO TSUDA,
n

"G1TARO GOTO,

"MOHEI MIYAJI."
An enormous crowd assembled at
the appointed place, where elaborate
funeral ceremonies were performed,
according to the notice. The tniee
men have since disappeared, but the
expect to hear
people confidently
soon of their death in consequence
of some desperate political act by
them.
A double suicide to avert family
from
Kamakura,
ruin is reported
where two sisters, Otome and Sel
Kaneko, resolved to kill themselves
in order to check their father in a
course of profigacy which was depleting his fortune. They went together to the Yuigahama beach and
walked into the sea. Their bodies
were washed ashore in close embrace.

fresh air circulating through, the
room, but be careful about drafts!"
"All right, doctor, we'll be careful
Mary, put the window board in place,
please. Helen, you draw the screen
about the bed. Grace, you may bring
a blanket from Julia's room and hang
it at the head of poor Jane's bed, like
a good girl. Johnny, go and get the
hot water bag. There, now, the draft
can never reach the little darling, can
it doctor? What do you think the
trouble is?"
!
nothing more than
a slight cold, I guess. Notice that I
only guess, Mrs. repper. Today it's a
cold; tomorrow well, the Lord only
knows what it will be. Speaking
frankly, as your friend for I don't
dare to speak so frankly to many of
my clients I wish you'd forget all I
said Just now and remove the screen
the draft is a help to the little tot."
"
"What? Why, doctor, I thought
I
a
ago.
so
did
few
years
"Yes, and
But that was before we learned the
bacterial cause of consumption, pneu
cold in
monla and ordinary
th bead. Now we know better. We
know that cold air quiet or movln;
indoors i or outdoors never causes
"Well-er-hum-
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For Eczema
Also for Salt Rheum, Tetter, Psoriasis, Lupus,
and All Skin Afflictions.

'

ANNUAL

GATHERING.

East Northfield, Mass., June 20.
.The Student Conference, the first
of the annual religious gatherings
established by Dwight L. Moody,
opened here today with ?n attendance
of college men from many of the
leading institutions of the eastern
states and Canada. The object of
the conference "s to stimulate interest in Christian work, both at home
and abroad. Prominent persons will
address the students during their nine
days' stay here, Including Dr. Robert
E. Speer, John R. Mot, and Dean
Brown of the Yale Divinity school.

Even

a Microscope Won't Find
Blemish After S. S. S. Gets

a

Through.
AH skin troubles should bef attacked
from within by giving the blooil circulation a good daily bath. This Is
accomplished with S. S. S., the best
known and most highly recommended
blood purifier ever discovered.
Its
action is very rapid.
Its vegetable
nature is such that it naturally goes
right Into the blood, saturates the
entire circulation, bathes the tissues

with an Influence that enables the
skin to heal quickly.
The action of
S. S. S. is that of an antidote, and
this fact has been demonstrated time
and time again In the most severe
forms of weeping eczema.
Its influence in the tissues where
the tiny arteries transfer the red
blood for the worn out blood to the
veins Is quite remarkable and goes on
constantly with every tick of the
A. A. U. CHAMPIONSHIPS.
clock the beat of the heart.
And new sk'.n is thus caused to form
Chicago, June 20. All preparations
while the germs of Irrltatlnjr influCentral
the
for
concluded
have been
ences that cause eozema are scattered
A. A. U. annual outdoor track and end their harmful nature entirely susfield championships, which will be pended,
8. S. S. has a wonderful tonic Intomorrow on the athletic fluence in the blood because It condecided
"dope." Is not h. "physic," is
field of Northwestern university at tains no free
of any mineral drutrs or
Evanston. The entry list shows a cnlireiy
any other drugs except the remark-nM- e
effect of the pure vegestrong array of star performers rep- table medicinal of
which it is made.
products
of
clubs
and
the
colleges
resenting
Few people realize how harmful are
will
many of the strong, crude o'.ntments
the middle states. The program
that used to be In favor before they
be made np of the following events: learned that S. S. S. is safe, speedy
run, and sure. Ask at any drug wtore for
One hundred yard dash,
a bottle of S. S- 8. Give it a good
rim, half, one and two mile trial
and you will soon see a decided
low hur Improvement
in any form of Bkin
runs, 120 high and
Write to The Swift Specific
dles, the running high 'ump, running trouble.
Co.. 137 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, On., for
broad jump, shot put, hammer throw, special free advice on eczema and any
other
form of skin or blood trouble.
discus and pole vault.
220-yar- d

440-rar- d

220-yar- d

anything but riproaring good health,
all hearsay health writers to the contrary notwithstanding."
"Why is It what would you why,
goodness me, doctor, aren't drafts
after all?" "Deadly, Mrs. Pepper, ceadly. Cold
drafts are the most dangerous things
In the world
for the germs of the indoor plague."
"Consumption, you mean, I

JteppCTOR

-
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dan-garou-

NOW

Bfc. Clair, Mo.
"My trouble bogan about
fifteen years afro. It was what some claimed
eczema. The form the disease worked under
was a breaking out with
watery blisters on my,
hands which would then
dry and scale, and then
would follow the trouble
of cracking and bleeding,
also itching and hurting.

at tho

MYTH'S

.

The questions answered below are
general In character. The -- ymptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice free,
may address Dr. Lewir Baker, College Bldg., Collego-ElwooSts., Dayton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, but
only Initials or fictitious name w"l
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled rt any
drug store. Any druggist
can order of dealer.

:

.

DO

'

.
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well-stocke- d

"I would like a
"Marie" writes:
remedy for a pimply, oily skin. I suffer from constipation, headache and
indigestion."
Answer: Get from your druggist
three grain sulpherb tablets and take
according to directions. These tablets
are packed in sealed tubes and contain
full directions for using. I have found
them to be the most reliable in such
ailments as ar ise from constipation.
They are made of sulphur, cream of
tartar and herb medicines and if taken
regularly will cure your constipation
and purify the blood, thus causing
your skin to become clear. These are
fine for children, as they do not

"Certainly, just as though Jane had
diphtheria. And there must be no
kissing, no careless interchange of
handkerchiefs, no swapping of gum
or candy, no open face sneezing.
Also you must boil jane's handkerchiefs and all her dishes before placwith others.
ing them in contact
That's all you need do. No danger
iu being in the room with her, provided she doesn't sneeze or cough at
you openly. Do these things and I'll
guarantee you'll catch no coryza from
Jane."
The doctor was moving toward the
tuciced in the
Mrs. Pepper
door.
feet and felt
Jane's
blanket around
of them to see if they were cold.
"Shouldn't she have more over her,
wonespecially in the night?" she
dered,
f
"Put on all the warm blankets she
wants and no more," ordered the
doctor. "A child's instinct is a safer
guide in that matter than an adult's.
No need of being cold won't do a
bit of good. Personal comfort Is the
as
supreme law of hygiene. As long
Jane feels comfortable she bas all
she should have on. If she feels cold
she'll soon let you know about It.
Never knew a child yet that would
sleep cold. Her sweater, mittens and
cap will keep her as warm as toast,
and the cold air siie's breathing all
the time will keep her circulation active, too."
If the shade of Noah Webster had
looked in on the smiling little convalescent early next morning and noticed the indoor hurricane blowing
through the room he would have felt
omistrained to revise a line or two
in Chapter C of his one best seller to
read as follows:
Cold Noun. t An indisposition occasioned by exposure to another case
reof a rather similar indisposition,
Prevented
weather.
gardless of the
and cured by exposure to cold, best
obtained in the shape of an indoor
hurricane.
And on second tnought he might
have touched up Chapter D a bit, too.
requireDraft An lndespensable
ment of ventilation Mrs. Gamp and
the Old Time Family Doctor to the
contrary notwithstanding.
.

Subscribe for The Optic.

15 to 30 pounds, besides adding more
color to the cheeks and lips and a
sparkle of health to the eyes.

"Mrs. O." writes: "Kindly publish
again the, prescription for rheumatism
which you gave to "Ted" some time
ago "
Answer: I will be very glad to repeat the formula. Get at the dru?
store the following ingredients and
mix yourself, taking a teaspoonful at
meal times and at bedtime. Iodido ot
potassium, 2 drams; sodium salicylate,
4 drams; wine of
f
colchicum,
oz.; comp essence cardiol, 1 oz.; comp.
fluid balmwort, 1 oz.; and syrup
5 ozs. This is my favorite
prescription for rheumatism.
one-hal-

"Mary" You can easily cure your
little girl of bedwettlng by mixing 1
"Charlotte" writes: "Some time ago
oz. of comp. fluid balmwort; 2 drams you answered "Marie" how to cure
tincture rhus aromatic; and 1 dram bad cough and cold. Will you kindly
tincture cubebs. Mix thoroughly and repeat the formula '
.
give in water about one hour before
Answer: I shall be very glad to reeach meal, 10 to 15 drops.
peat the formula for you. Get from
"
your
druggist a 2 oz. package of esDoctor: "My blood, stomach and
sence mentho-laxenand mix with
bowels are badly affected due to a
or home-mad- e
honey
sugar
syrup and
severe
case
of
catarh
the
head.
of
very
take
to directions on the bot
according
Can you recommend a cure?"
tle. This is a very mild laxative and
J. E. S. You should use the follow- will
surely cure your cold In a few day8
ing local treatment: get two ozs. of an- at most. It is absolutely harmless and
tiseptic vilane powder and make a very
pleasant to take.
catarrh balm by mixing one teaspoonmm
ful of the powder with one ounce of
"Ted" writes: "I had chronic apvaseline or lard and use in the nos-arlpendicitis for some time but I can
as far up as possible. Also snuff not
consent to an operation. My storn
from the palm of the hand through the ach is in a bad
condition also. Can
nostrils the following wash: To one-hal-f
you help me "
teaspoonful of Vilane powder add
Answer:
The best scientific and
a pint of warm water and use two or
three times daily. For internal treat- satisfactory treatment for you is tabment for the blood, stomach and bow- lets triopeptine, which you can get at
drug store. They are
els obtain the following Ingredients: any
Witti fuii ill
la spaluu
Mix, shake well and toKe a teaspoonrections for taking. I think many casful four times a day:
fluid
Comp.
es of appendicitis could be prevented
balmwort, 1 oz., fluid extract buchu, 1
if triopeptine was used regularly.
4
and
oz.,
comp. syrup sarsaparilla,
e

altogether?" she asked doubtfully.
"By all means and the window
board, too. Send the whole outfit to
the Old Ladies' Home they need 'em
there."
Little Johnny was trying to reach
up on the stand where the patient's
glass of water stood.
"Me wants dinky water," he said.
"What! Out of sick sister's glass?
Young man, you set that glass down
instanter!" said the doctor severely,
taking the glass from the boy's hand.
"If you drink from Jane's glass you'll
get a dose of castor oil tonight, u-my
uihuiuub little man!
we'll be having an epidemic of coryza
in this household if we're not mora
careful than that"
"Then we must keep Jane's uten- ozs.
sils separate from the rest, I suppose?"

r
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well-stocke- d
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"Sadie" says: "I misplaced the Dre- . .
nKj
ociipiiuu yuu sent uiu iui uauui un aiiu
ftching scalp. Will you please send it
,
again?"
Answer: There is nothing better
for dandruff and itching scalp than
plain yellow minyol which is sold in
4 oz. jars at any well stocked drug
store. Use this according to directions and you will soon be cured of all
diseases of the hair and scalp. .

jjr,.p

..

'
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"Mrs. T." writes: "I have been sick
for some time and do not seem to be
able to get' anything to give Etc
strength. I am nervous and cannot
sleep. Could you prescribe a good
tonic,"
Answer: The best system and nerve
tonic I know of is made by mixing 5
ozs. syrup hypophosphites comp. and
1 oz. tincture
cadomene (nq,t cardamom) Mix by shaking well and take
a teaspoonful before meals. This is a
fine tonic for old and young.

"Nina R." writes:
"Please advise
Mrs. De V. asks: "I should like to
me what to take to overcome extreme
thinness. My arms and bust have no ask you how one can reduce the weight
development and my face is so thin I am too large, and last summer sufthat it is positively homely, although fered on account of excessive fat. Can
you advise a remedy, harmless and
my features are regular."
safe?"
be
would
ladies
Answer:
Many
Answer: I have frequently prescribmuch more beautiful if they were
somewhat fleshier and as increased ed a liquid remedy, but, owing to its
weight is possible it is the duty of ev- disagreeable taste, I am now prescribery woman to be always at her best. ing the same formula in a tablet form.'
e
arbolene tablets
It is called
Begin taking three grain
in sealed tubes
sold
is
and
sealed
in
are
by
obtained
which
druggists
tablets,
cartons with directions, and continue with full directions for home use. I
until your weight is satisfactory. Fre- adivse anyone who is too fleshy to try
hypo-nuclan-

quently a two months' treatment adds this excellent tablet.
EDITORS AT GRAND FORKS.

Grand Forks, N. D June 20. The
question of "patent or,, home print"
was exhaustively discussed here today at the annual meeting of the
North Dakota Editorial association.
The North Dakota pub'ishers have
been waging a fight for some time
against the placing of dvertising on
the
"patent" or "inside"
pages of their papers by the companies publishing them. More than
100 of the newspapers nave adopted
"home print" exclusively.

numerous other features. The orations of the principal speakers were
communicated by telephone to all tho
leading cities and towns of the state.
U
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Don't Hide Them Witn a Veil;
move Them With t- - e Oi'i
Prescription
This prescription fir tla " t
of freckles was written by a pv
FOR A WEAK STOMACH
Ty to
Take Chamberlain's Tablets. They neut physician and lb i k
u
in
frerli
removing
enable the stomach to perforin its
i 'i
c
beautiful
"
a
clear,
ing
all
sale
For
functions naturally.
by
t
-

dealers.

Adv.

ii is sold by your

dr'

i

absolute guarantee to it
ey if it fails.
WEST VIRGINIA'S JUBILEE.
Doa't hide your r cV
Wheeling, W. Va., June 20. The
'
get an ounce
celeveil;
West Virginia
Even
move
Uiem.
t'
bration reached its climax today,
which is the fiftieth anniversary of cations should show a
the creation of the state during the provement, some cf
storm and stress of. the civil war. freckles vaulsiins
Be sure to ask V
The celebration festivities centered
mil.
;
double strength cili
in this city and included parades,
ia sold on ths mm
and
exercises
historical
itary reviews,
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show wonders
Las Vegas
that would far surpass those of thi3
far famed Colorado park. Others have
stated without qualification that the
j Grand Canyon and the Royal Gorge
are not a bit more impressive ttan the
view from Hermit's Peak and at least
a half dozen other places within a few
miles of the Y. M. C. A. camp. Folks,
that's evidence and evidence of the
best sort that we have a show place
that is worth seeing. Have you seen
It? Don't you think it actually your
duty to know your own country so
that you can tell the stranger about it ?
Think; it over. In the meantime the
Old Timer has arranged another trip
for us so let's be off:
'We'll' take the trail leading to the

J6.00
3.00

Jl-0- 0

XCash m Advance for Mall Subscrip-
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er. If sent otherwise we will not
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Washington.
The big race of the day will be the
contest, In which
varsity eight-oareeach of the six universities will be
represented. Preceeding the big race
race of the varwill be the
shells, for the Kennedy
sity
challenge trophy, and the freshman
two mile race for the Steweight-oareards' cup. All six universities will
race, but
participate in the
no
will
have
representaWashington
tive in the contests of the freshmen
'
eight.
Chief interest, of course, centers in
the contest of the varsity eights. Cornel's men of brawn, the last crew to
be trained by the veteran coach,
Charles E. Courtney, are picked to
win. In the light of past performances
it could not well be otherwise. Of the
eighteen regattas held by the intercollegiate association on the Poughskeepie course the Cornell crew has
crossed the line first in thirteen of the
d

two-mil-

four-oare-

four-oare-

!:iiV'e"i:,
to base a inrtguifnt s to
whether the Wisron'-- i eight this your
or infer! '.o tin? 'Tws of
is
1UUIIIUS.

TUciH

IB UOlll!Ur,

on which

superior
former years.
The University of Washington,
which is represented here for the first
time, is naturally an ti'iknown quanh
tity. The crews have tome from
far northwest with the reputation of
having cleaned up everything on the
Pacific coast, but whether they are of
a class to hold their own against Corcan
nell, Columbia and Pennsylvania
be determined only by the results to-

accused of killing
mother-in-la-

w

morrow.

The Hudson river course over which
the races will be rowed is a straight

CITY MAN COMMITTED
SILVER
VIOLENT DEED AFTER BEING
HIT WITH A ROCK

d

Silver City, N. M., June 20. That he
killed his mother-in-laby a blow with
a plank after she .had bounced a hard
rock off his own bald head, is the
charge against Charles Wilson, a
rancher living near Swartz on, the
Mimbres river. The woman's name
was Mrs. John Shea. Wilson was field
to the grand jury.
The story of the affair as brought
out In the evidence before the magistrate and the coroner's jury is to the
effect that on May 24 Mrs. Shea, accompanied by a goat herder in her
Ifusband's employ, went to the ranch
of the" Wilsons. The trip was made
for no particular purpose It seems un
ing powers.
It is a marve'ious performance and less the elder woman wished to visit
a'st'rikiiig "tribute to" the genius of j'awnVpffiifslinfeirP on" herHTaoghter.
German .engineering, and sets oneShe wanted to fight,: but the daughter
wondering whether a recent prophecy aid not wish to get into a mix-uas to ships of a thousand feot;and jiwHson seems to have been reluctant
longer, with proportionate carrying 10 miK things with the combative wo-Capacity Is about to be fulfilled; The raan fout; when she hit on his bald
Imperator is 900 feet long, 96 feet nea(1 wjth a rock and the claret began
wide and hag a displacement of 65,- - , flow he ot .misy. He says he fin-00 tons. It remains to be seen if,
,.snefi the woman out of the.
on attaining that length and displace- - .&y
at ner(ler who was in
T,
ment there arises any serious prob-- '
about ioo yards distant
wa?on
wo-- i
!em 03 to increased cost of propui-r.io- n
says that he saw Wilson hit the
or additional difficulty of con- man. with" a
three
about
of
plank
piece
trol.
feet long and that though she did not
So far it ia claimed that increased
fall from the blow, it staggered her'.j
size makes for Increased safety and
He then went over and Induced the
Increased cost of working, and If
woman to go home. The next day the
l(hf;Ro qualities can be carried to and
woman became delirious' and was tak"beyond a thousand feet in length,
en to Dr. Stovall for treatment. There
p may be cn the eve of a revolution
was no cut on the woman's head, but
in transportation almost as great as
been struck.
nm which began with the use of evidence that she had
a post morand
ten
in
died
days
She
te;."n in ships.
a clot
revealed
Stoval
Dr.
'It? world move?, and if ships keep tem held by brain.
on
the
blood
of
the world
bisr.r, one-hatriHi' soon be able to move in cue of
." h?!!.
As it Is, a liner like the
Subscribe for The Optic.
world in itself.
j
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chronic rheumatic patients are greatly
Improved by being taken oft their expurgated diet list and given plenty of
roast beef In combination with other
nutritious and digestible foods. And
patients with Bright's disease usually
do beBt in the long run on a literal
and varied diet containing considerable amounts of meat. Dr. Woods
Hutchinson, in Good Housekeping
Magazine.

Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outinsj. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it'
invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
the

Chicago, Adirondacks,
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address

D.
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EASY

BECOME

TO

CITIZEN

How Forefgn-BorWoman, Married
or Slngfe, May Be Naturalized
n

United States.

if

unmarried woman
A foreign-bormay become a citizen by being naturalized. To db' this she must be twenty-one
years of age, and have lived
five years .in' this oountry,: one full
year of which has been lived in tho
state in which she makes her applica-tion- .
Or she can marry a man who is
a citizen, for the wife's citizenship follow the husband, and she continues
to retain her citizenship if she continues to reside in the United States,
unless she renounuvs tue sovereignty
of the United States.
woman living In the
A foreign-borUnited States whose husband is a foreigner, who refuses to become naturalized, cannot become a citizen unless
separated from him by divorce or
death.
A native-borwoman who marries
a foreigner losses her citizenship during the time of the married relation,
but npon the death of her husband, or
divorce from him, she may resume her
citizenship by registering, within one
year, with the American consul in the
country of her residence a declaration that she desires to do so; or she
may resume it by returning to the
United States to reside;
n

n

n

18, 1913.

TEACHERS EXPECT
A

PROFITABLE

"Doit

SESSION

Electrically"
EVERY PROVISION FOR N E. A.
MEET AT SALT LAKE CITY
HAS BEEN MADE

Salt Lake City, June 20. Every department of the National Educational
Association will be ready to receive
the thousands of delegates when they
arrive here July 5 for the six days of
the fifty-firs- t
annual N. E. A. convention.
Local committees and national officers of the association have been cooperating in arrangements for handling the big convention and these arrangements will be completed and
well In hand before the advance guard
of delegates arrives. Indications are
that attendance at the convention will
be large. More than 10,000 visiters are
expected in Salt Lake City for the

IRON IN COOL COMFORT
AN

n

week.
Convention

activities will center
about Temple Square in the heart of
the city. In Temple Square Is the
great Mormon Tabernacle which will
house the general sessions of the convention. The Tabernacle has a seating
capacity of 10,000 and is one of the
most remarkable auditoriums in the
world. In this building, Governor William Spry of Utah, Mayor Samuel C.
Park of Salt Lake City and others will
welcome the N. E. A. hosts and Utah's
most noted singers will welcome them
in song. A concert will be a feature of
the first day of the convention, the
concert to include numbers on the famous Tabernacle
Convention headquarters of the N.
E. A. will be in the Hotel Utah, directly opposite Temple Square. These
headquarters will be open for days before the convention begins, with D.
W. Springer, secretary of the N. E. A.,
in charge. Registration office for delegates will be located in a doWn-tow- n
f
mercantile building, two and
blocks down Main street from Temple
Square?' In connection with this registration office will be a complete exhibition of educational work in Utah.
Information bureaus for the benefit
of visitors will be in the Hotel Utah
and all the railroad stations. Uniformed N". E. A. guides will meet all trains.

ELECTRIC

IRON will

save your temper during
the coming hot months.
You can iron where coolest
and most convenient by attaching the plug t' the nearest Electric Light socket.
Using the Electric Iron, it is"
not necessary to maintain a hot (ire or to tramp back
and forth to change your irons. One iron does all the
work it heats quickly and stays hot as long as desirH.
msf
Electricity heats the face of the iron only it dr
heat the handle or; you.

n Las Veas Lijjht & Power Go,
M

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT VOIIR DOOR

pipe-orga-

SSs.

Civ

A.

one-hal-

Telephone or call and we will have our demon- f
itrator show you

Ins Vegas Automoblla 6 Machine
Htlone Main 344'

Whatever may be sa'id of "fall," the
lexicons of a coroner's jury in Michigan certainly- - contain the word "failure," as witness this finding: "We,
the jury, find that the deceased came
to his death from heart failure, superinduced by business failure, which
was caused by speculation failure,
j which was the ressult of failure to see
far enough ahead."

School of Character.
Ian Maclaren makes Dr. Maclure;.
the village Doctor of DTumtochty, thus
sum up the results of his observation: ,u
"A've hatched the' glen for"mony
a year, an' the maist hertsome (cheer- ing) sight a' hae seen is the makin'
o' men an' weemen.
They're juist
thochtles3 bairns to begin wi', as we
were oorsels, but they're no' dune wt'
schule after they leave Domsle (the
schoolmaster), v1 . . ' Wark comes
first arid fechtin (ftghtmg) awa" wi
oor cauld land, and wringing eneuch
(enough) oot o't to pay for rent and
livin' pits omeddum (puts grit, or
spirit) into a man. Syne (afterwards)
comes luve tae mafst o's, an' teaches
some selfish shallow cratur to play
the man for a woman's sake; an lalst
corner sorrow that gars (makes) the
loudest o's tae haud (hold) his peace.
It's a lang schnlin', but it has done Its
wark well." "Beside the Bonnie Brier

June

Monday

-s

Whaleri,

&

Co

Fowler Props

"What did you think of the dinner
"My . son has just been graduated
from college. What would you advise
party last night?"
"It was the most daring bareback him to read "
"The 'Help Wanted' column."
performance that I ever attended; and
as for your niece, she outstripped all
her competitors."
Subscribe for The Optic.
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and tea, contain more uric acid
ers than meat. Second, that uric acid
is not a cause of gout, but a symptom
of various forma of chronic local Infection. Third, that both rheumatism
and Bright's disease have little or
nothing to do with meat, or with any
other kind of food or form of diet, except insofar as these may increase
or decrease the general resisting power of the organism, but are the results
of infections. Rheumatism probably
from a specific germ; Bright's disease
from any one of a score of the germs
or toxins of our commoner Infections,
such as scarlet fever, typhoid, dysen- mak-

Ith-aea-

g

his

d

arslty eighoared vaces. As thecrew this year is compose?! of
veterans and ha3 the further advantage of having the extreme outside
course, the wise ones can see little or
no chance for them to lose.
u
Columbia apears to be the saeotul
chances Ere
fa trite. PensyHinia's
veil thought of by many, while Syracuse, which has sprung more than one
sur:,rise In former years, is mentioned
with respect. In the many years that
Wisconsin has sent hor crews to the
Poughskeepie the Badger boys have
always displayed great gamencs3 and,
several times have finished well in the

g

announced as the speed desired and
intended. Eloquent as to the tacts
"that she would be the most colossal
piece of mechanism ever constructed
ty the hand of man; that she would
eclipse the Olympic, sister ship of
the
Titanic, by 5,000 regis-'teretons; that she would have an
Invulnerable "skin" or outer frame
four feet apart from her inner hull,
"and many other respects in which
she was to be the paragon of liner.-1- ,
there was yet no mention of the
surpassing speed.
As it is not reasonable to assume
that the constructors and engineers
could have been ignorant of her racing powers, the result may be construed as evidence of astuteness on
.the part of German shipbulders. By
concentrating attention upon the vessel's strength safety and mammoth
proportions they were preparing for
B.
spectacular surprise In her steam-

e

d

d

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
'
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
Sapello.
PAID FOR
"This latter trail begins at the cabin
door and you must look closely to find
Advertisers aro guaranteed the it at first. . It is pretty steep at the
largest dally and weekly circulation beginning but afterwards takes a reas
nt any newspaper In northern New onably easy grade to the top of the
divide.' Needless to say it affords
.Mexico.
wonderful views of forest, peaks and
canyons and at the sunimit
TELEPHONES
grassy slopes. Thence it descends
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
gradually to the pretty,' green
quite
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
pastures that border Beaver creek at
this point where yet stand the cabins
of an early settler who long since surFRIDAY, JUNE 20, 1913.
rendered the solitude to Uncle Sam's
forest.
WORLD'S L VltGEST LINEU
"Now we will follow this pleasant
little stream downward by its aspen
There was something of a surprise groves and flowery glades and borders
fax the news that the Imperator on her until
again we have arrived at Jack's
maiden voyage from Hamburg o cabin and the junction of the creeks,
New York had broken the world's thence retracing our paths down the
record f" aneed hv steaming 707 grand canyon of the Hermit. How new
of this
knots on the third day's run. The and different are tho vistas
after
seen
the
under
as
royal gorge
best performance prior to this was noon
sunlight and viewed from up-- i
put up by the Cunarder Mauritania stream! Welcome is the camp after
in January, 1911, when her log show- a tramp or a ride like this, and yet an
ed 676 knots. In beating this the other day finds fresh interest for still
imperator established an average for other excursions even more extended.
health-givinthe 21 hours of 294 knots, or exactly That's the way it is in these
mountains."
seven knot3 more than were claimed
tot her by the designers.
"In all the stories furnished tho
press by her owners 22 knots wera

lf

deep stretch of water beginning three
miles north of the Poughskeepie
bridge, and finishing one mile eouth of
that structure, The West Shore, railroad will run the usual observation
trains alongside of the crews. No vessels will be allowed to follow the oarsmen, and this rule will be enforced by

The Trail from Jack's Camp
way some of our
revenue cutters.
older citizens are praising the site for
the Y. M. C A. camp. They've all
been up there and they know Just what
TWELVE
AND
HUNDRED
is in store for those who will visit ONE
OARSMEN WILL COMPETE
.
thereabouts. Just this afternoon ono
IN RACES'
HAS NEW THEORY ON GOUT
of our oldest citizens in point of years
and of service to his community made
Poughskeepie, N. Y., June 20. One Eminent Man Declares That the Harm
the statement that he had visited a
of Meat Eating Has Been Overhundred
and twelve sturdy oarsmen,,
large number of our supposed scenic
estimated.
and
seventeen crews
wonders "just to see what they looked divided among
universisix
prominent
As for the calamities and disasters
like" and he came back to our city representing
finished their which have been so luridly depicted as
with the absolute conviction that we ties of the country, have
and are await- following In the train of meat eating
hava scenery right within a few miles final work of practice
start them in uric acid and all its brood; rheuma-tim- ,
will
that
the
signals
of Las Vegas that had " 'em all skin ing
gout and kidney disease they
the races for glory tomorrow ,in the
ned," as he put It.
be dismissed with the statement,
may
Innineteenth annual regatta of the
first of all, that meat has little to do
Among other places visited was the
Association. The with the
Garden of the Gods, and he said that tercollegiate Rowing
production of uric acid in exUniversities are Cornell, Pennsylvania, cess. Several "blameless" vegetable
just the trip to the Y. M. C. A. camp
Columbia,
Wisconsin, Syracuse and products, such as beans, lentils, coffee
could
from

It Is gratifying the
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WE ARE WILLING TO GIVE YOU ALLIOUR PROFITS

OFF ALL DRY GOODS,
'OFF ALL SUITS and COATS
OFF ALL SILK
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Never Hearcf of Great Financier "
A member of the Morgan, family" hi
New York has received a letter from
an old lady of ninety living In the
heart of New England and asking for
some particulars about J." Pierpont
Morgan. Mr. Junius Morgan father
of the late financier she knew well
and had often been In his house, but
she can find nothing about the son,
and would be grateful for particulars.
The old lady says: "I take a
semi-weekl- y

Hartford paper, a

dollar-a-yea-

paper, but can not uud anything
about It. Please tell me about it if
you can. Did he ever marry any one?
It is all such a mystery to me." And
yet there are still those who pursue
fame's fleeting phantom.
Wells Reaily Dug Tor sun.
Early wells in what later developed .:
into the greatest oil region In the
country were put down for salt, some
being sunk to a depth of 800 feet
Nearly all yielded quantities of petroleum, and Borne produced nearly all
oil, but It was not until the late
fifties that the commercial value of
oil was tested aa aa Ulumlnant
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Mrs. H. E.,Fell returned this afternoon to her home at Raton after having beeu a visitor in Las Vegas for a

PERSONALS
Bert Adams of Rociada cam in last
nicht for a few days' business visit
in Las Vegas.
H. D. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
reserve was a business visitor, in Las
Vegas today.
A. J. Maxey of Albuquerque arrived
in Las Vegas yesterday evening for a
short business visit.
R. M. Johnston, a well known commercial man of Dallas, Texas, was a
business visitor here today.
Panama hats cleaned and blocked.
Parisian Clearners, Phone Main 35.
Adv.

J. M. Lucero, a well known farmer
of La Cueva, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today,
A. H. Hanna came in last night
from Albuquerque for a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
R. P. J. Gemrlcher, the well known
merchant of Onava, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
A! A. Keen, a nrominent. business
man of Albuquerque, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. F Hill of Denver was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today. He is a
well known commercial traveler.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Vorenberg of
Wagon Mound came in last night for
a few days' short business visit in
Las Vegas.
H. P. Stephens, a well known business man of Santa Fe, came over
yesterday evening for a few days'
business visit in Las Vegas.
H. B. Hardy, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Pennsylvania
Railway company, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Have your clothes cleaned at the
Parisian Dry Cleaners. 523 Sixth
street. Adv.
Alfonso Trujillo, for the past few
months employed by the Hub Clothing company, left yesterday evening
for Albuquerque where he will locate.
Mrs. D. Syme returned this afternoon from Lincoln, Neb., Denver,
Colo., and other places where she has
been for the past month visiting relatives.
John Taylor, who for the past few
months has been visiting relatives In
Las Vegas, left last night for New
York where he will embafk for l.'s
home in Cork, Ireland.
Miss Olive Bashford left last night
for her home at Grants after having
"been a student at New Mexico Normal University for the rpast few
months.
T. J. Borgalt of Sapello came in last
night from his ranch for a short business visit in Las Vegas. He stales
that the rains in that section of the
county have been heavy.
Frank, Clark returned last night
from a month's business trip to Arizona and Old Mexico. Mr. Clark
states that there is litt'ie trouble in
Sonora, Mexico, and the larger part
of the disturbance that is heard of
in the United States comes from rad.
ical newspapers.
"! Dr.
H. V. Fall, a prominent physician of Roswell, came in last night
from his home at that place with

;
- V
short time.
R.
Arthur
Tillman left this afternoon for Salina, Kans., where he will
spend a short lime transacting some
important business matters. He will
return to Las Vegas in the latter part
of July.
Mrs. p. S. Taylor, mother of Miss
Peta Taylor, who. 'died several days
ago, came in this afternoon from Raton
to attend the, funeral of her daughter.
"
Mrs.
Antonio - Sena accompanied
Taylor to this city.
Clark Sturm, son of M(s. J. H.
Sturm, formerly' connected with the
five and ten cent store formerly located on Sixth street, came in this afternoon from Elgin, 111., and will remain
in Las Vegas for the coming months.
He will spend some time at Harvey'ss
.
ranch,
Edgar Larson, formerly of Las Vegas, was in The Optic office this afternoon to say hello to the bunch. Mr.
Larson formerly resided here, later
going to Los Angeles, Where he is now
at the head of the shoe department of
the
company. Mr.
Larson says he has never seen New
Mexico looking so prosperous.
'

ANTI-OAMBLIN-

LAW

G

HELD

'

Mrs.

L. F. Morrison,

who

was com-

mitted to the state asylum. ' Mrs.
Morrison was accompanied by Miss
O'Neill, a nurse from Roswell. Dr.
Fall and Miss O'Neill left this afternoon for Roswell.
O. A. Dunn and R. B. Yoakum drove
in early this morning in a Ford auto
enroute from
to St. Louis.
They found the roads in bad condition
and had a hard pull into Las Vegas.
They expect to leave for Trinidad to- morow.
Mr. and Mrs. David Winternitz

re

turned this afternoon from Baltimore,
where they lave been for the past
three months.
Louis A. Frank returned this after
noon from Santa Fe where he has
"been during the past winter attending
S?t. Michael's college.
Mrs. A. J..Thuli came in this afternoon from Watrous for a" short visit
with friends in Las VegaB.
; Mrs.. D,
0. pougherty.of Atlanta, Ga.,
left this afternoon for her home. Mrs.
nougherfy has been the guest of Dr.
and Mrs. William Porter Mills for the
past, few weeks.
f-

I!

HERB. RAYNOLDS GIVES
JUDGE
SURE-THINAGAINST
DECISION
SLOT MACHINES

Albuquerque, N. M., June 20. Judge
Raynolds, in the district court here,
today upheld the validity of the strinlaw passed by the
gent
last legislature. The test case was
upon the operation of a slot machine
for the sale of gum which guaranteed
the player X' cents' worth for his
nickel with a chance of 10 or 15 cents'
.
worth. ....
The new act prohibits gambling in
any form for any article or thing of
value. It was rushed through in the
closing days of the legislature and has
aroused strong opposition, since it
makes illegal social games of cards in
the home. Until a few years ago
gambling in every form was a legitimate industry in New Mexico, and operators of games paid a regular license to the state.
g

ALDERMAN

HAYILDS

RESIGNS HIS OFFICE
REASONS ARE GIVEN AS "PER.
SONAL AND NOT FOR

Hallett Raynolds, member of the
city council from the Fourth waid,
has placed his resignation in the
hands of Mayor Robert J. Taupert,
to take effect, it is understood, im
mediately. The cause of Mr.
resignation is said by city officials to be "personal" and not for
publication. It 1s understood' that
Mayor Taupert and Mr. Raynolds had
a' disagreement regarding certain
Mr. Raynolds
municipal policies.
was elected a member of the council
In April, 1910, and had nearly a whole
year to serve. He has always taken
a prominent part in the work of the
council. At the time the present
mayor assumed office he appointed
Mr. Raynolds chairman of the finance
committee. Mr.' Raynolds also was
a member of other Important com
mittees. !,"$,;";
(
Mr.i Raynolds' resignation, if it is
accepted, will leave three vacancies
in the city council, Alderman J. K.
Martin .having removed o San Diego,
Calif., to locate, and Alderman Jerry
Quliin having gone to Santa Fe to
run on the Santa Fe branch as a conNeither Alderman Martin
ductor.
nor A'iderman Quinn have resigned.
Ray-noldg-

.INJURED

MAN

IMPROVES.

Ascot, England, June 20.. There
was a slight improvement today in
the condition of Haro'id Hewitt, who
was injured yesterday when he
with the rae for the Ascot
gold cup.

Sir -

Got the Cost of

"

Living!

plate of hot biscuits or muffins, a
fresh, home-bake- d
cake, a loaf of brown
or
rescues any meal from the
commonplace, and more expensive things
are never missed.
nut-brea-

j
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By WM. LIGHTFOOT VISSCHER.

WHEN ON YOUR VACATION
you want to carry your funds in such a manner as to give you SAFETY from
loss or theft' CONVENIENCE coshable anywhere in the world. These require"
ments are to be found only in TRAVELER'S CHECKS, issued in amounts of $10,
$20, $50 and $100 and sold by

'

third bout between himself and Battling Chico of Los Angeles. This
bout will be staged' on July 18, and
will be under the auspices of the
Moose Athletic club.
Benny says
that there is no doubt in his mind
but that he will again be able to defeat the Los Angeles boy, either by
a knockout or by a decision.
Chavez began training today In
Trinidad for his hout with Harry
Dell. Dell is a good man, naving won
a large number of battles all over
Colorado.
He has a good record. If
Chavez can defeat Dell in Trinidad
and again defeat Chico in Albuquerque next month, there is no doubt
but that he can make good in the
east. Dell and Chavez wi'il fight at
119 pounds.
This weight, according
to the pugilistic standard, is not the
bantam figure, but is between bantamweight and featherweight.
If Chavez continues to grow heavy
it Is certain that he will be forced to
fight in the featherweignt class. The
Trinidad fans are placing their confidence In Benny and a large crowd
is expected to attend the bout on
July 4 from all over Colorado. The
go.
fight will be a

BANE
PEOPLES
CAPITAL

he said:
"When Sherman was leading his legion through Georgia a handsome
young captain of a cavalry regiment j
TODAY BASEBALL
had a remarkable episode. A cavalry
brigade hr.d captured the town of Ros
well, on the Chattahoochee, at the' exNational League.
treme left of the army, and Roswell '
was simply a town of cotton and woolChicago at St. Louis,--' Ciear.
en factories. The exigencies of war " New York at Pittsburgh; clear.
demanded the burning of the factories '
'
American League.
and they were committed to the
clear.
at
Cleveland;
Chicago
flames, but what disposition to make
New York at Washington, 2 games;
of the thousand or more pretty girls
of the confederate looms became a cloudy.
Boston at Philadelphia; clear.
serious question. Gallant old Tecumseh was equal to the occasion, howAmerjcan Association.
ever. He ordered a regiment of bold
St. Paul at Louisville; clear.
breur3 to "the front and directed1
Milwaukee at Indianapolis; clear.
that each trooper and officer should
Kansas City at Columbus; clear.
an
maid
take a pretty
improupon
Minneapolis at Toledo; clear.
vised pillion, behind him on his steed.
Western League.
"The girl that rode' with her arms
Lincoln at Omaha; cloudy.
about the waist of the handsome
young captain was the prettiest on
Topeka at Des Moines; cloudy;
of the thousand, and they were near
Denver at Sioux City; cloudy.
ly all remarkably pretty southern girls
Wichita at St. Joseph; cloudy.
who were patriotically working to
American League
of
south
the
clothe the soldiers
Washington, June 20. "'
Moreover, she was of a good family
R II E
9
17 0
New York
3 12 3
Washington
Batteries:
Warhop, Fisher and
Sweeney; Groom, Hughes and Henry.
Umpire, Williams.

I

$111,000.00

Jefierson Raynolds. President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Eile Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

;

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

MEET NEWMAN HERE

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

S35.0v

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Ban'dsg.
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Deposits

INTELLECTUAL "SHARK.'

Washington and Jefferson professors
who have closely watched
20.
June
Washington, Pa.,
Richard
BASEBALL
. YESTERDAY'S
E. Baker, formerly of McKeesport, Baker's undergraduate
career say
National League
but now of Jamestown, N, Y., Is the that he is one of the most remarkAt Cincinnati New York, 8; Cin- sensation of the
able, students they ever knew. Ho Is
seahot a "grind," acquisition of knowl- cinnati, 7.
son at Washington and Jefferson
At Chicago Philadelphia, 2; ChiNot yet 21 he graduated with edge seems to be second nature with
cago, 1.
the highest honor ever awarded' by hite. He apparently acquires
his
At St. Louis Brooklyn, 11; St. this Institution. At Its recent
senior learning without the least effort' He
Louis, 5.
grade day the faculty awarded to him takes the high degree 63 a matter
At Pittsburg Pittsburg, 5; Boston, a "summa cum laude". (with the of course and goes about Lis ordinary
4.
highest praise), the first time this affairs in the same way he did beAmerican League
high honor has ever been, awarded to fore this notable honor came to him.
At Philadelphia Philarelphia,
2; a student here.
Dr. W. R. Tipton left this afternoon
Chicago, 0.
And this although he was out of
At Washington Washington,
6; school for four full terms, from the for Watrous where he went on a short
end of the fall term of his junior business trip.
land, 3.
At New York New York, 10; St. year until the beginning of the final
-term of his senior year, equivalent to
Louis, 4.
a loss of a little more than a year 'O, my luve's like the red, red rose."
At Boston Boston, 5; Detroit, 4.
of echool work. During the twelve
Western League
Burns.
At Des Moines Topeka, 4; Des months he was absent he traveled in Have you seen my queen
the Fiji islands and in Australia. His She's a rose, she's a rose, she's a
Moines, 2.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 5; Wich- vacation apparently was taken with
rose,
a view of permitting his classmates In the June-time- ,
soon-timspoon- ita, 3.
time.
At Sioux City Denver,' 5; Sioux to catch up with him, for he returned
at the beginning of the last term, She's that
City, 4.
!
At .Omaha
Omaha, 2; Lincoln, 1. took all his required examinations (Tootle-toot- !
Dinga- and speedily made up the work he
ling!)
had missed.
Who am I?
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
It is reported that he left a breath- I'm the guy 1
National League.
less professor when ha took Ms exam- Who'll love her till the sea goes dry.
Won Lost Pet. ination in logic. The
Club
boy had never Hi! Hi!
17
.660 been Inside of a
33
Philadelphia
logic recitation room
.627 in his life.
19
32
New York
He made up this work
23
.549 out of school.
28
Brooklyn .
He turned in an ab"A had mess," declared the junior
26
.544
31
Chicago solutely correct paper, and in addi- partner. "Lots of urgent mail to be
.462 tion
28
-- 24
Boston
called attention to three points
answered and the typewriter has jnst
.455
30
25
Pittsburgh .
where the auditor of the text book left."
.404
34
23
St. Louis
might have stated his reasoning in a
"The office boy is always foolia
.333
38
19
Cincinnati
clearer form.
around that machine," suggested tlie
American Leagje.
Baker received his preparatory senior partner. "Put him In now and
Won Lost Pet.
Club
in the McKeesport high let's see what he can do as a
schooling
.764
13
pinch
2
Philadelphia
school,
where,
although he stood high hitter."
.638
21
37
Cleveland
1 31
.544 in his classes, he did not exhibit the
26
Washington remarkable scholastic ability which
26
29
,527
Boston
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
.'625 has marked his college career.' He
28
31
Chicago
The
son
closing quotations on the New
is
of
the
a
of
the
2'4
secretary
93
large
37
Detroit
Dravons-bug- , York Stock Exchange were as follows:
concern
at
manufacturing
.349
41
22
St. Louis
64 'J,
Amalgamated Copper
Pa,
.278
39
15
New' York':
108
He expects now to spend a year Sugar, bid
Western League.
in liesurely travel. He plans, on his Atchison
G6yJ
Won Lost Pet.
Club- 1 :.?".
.696 return to enter the Massachusetts In- Reading
17
39
Denver .
5i
.603 stitute of Technology and take an Southern Pacific
23
35
St. Joseph
.1 15
.552 engineering course. He has a leaning Union Pacific
26
32
Des Moines
52
.552 toward biological work, but he pre United States Steel
26
Omaha fers engineering.
103
States
..
United,
.544
Steel,
26
pfd
31
Linco'in
.386
35
-- 22
Sioux City
.379
36
22
Topeka .
.300
18
Wichita col-leg-

THE
MAN" DOUBTLESS
"IRON
WOULD MAKE A GOOD DRAWING CARD IN LAS VEGAS
01,

Charles O'Malley, the fistic promoter, today received a message from
Stanley Yoakum stating that he is
willing to meet Louis Newman in this
city any time soon. Q'Malley is now
working on plans to stage the bout
here on June 30.
This event, if arranged, will be an
excellent one, Newman and Yoakum
having fought twice before. On June
17, 1912, Newman and Yoakum went a
20 round draw in Albuquerque and on
June 28, of the same year Newman
lost to Yoakum In the sixteenth of a
20 round bout on a decision. Newman
has Improved greatly since that time
and stated yesterday he is not afraid
''
to tackle Yoakum again.
men
in
Yoakum is one of the best
the Rocky Mountain region and is a
clean and clever fighter. He is one of
the kind who are dependable,, and
O'Malley for this reason Is anxious to
secure the bout. The fans of the city
are anxious that the mill, be staged.
Yoakum Is now in Albuquerque. Newman is in Trinidad. He has been asked by wire if he can fight here June
30.

JOHN YORK NOTIFIED
, HIS MOTHER

IS DEAD

Each Took a Pretty Maid.
of Georgia and hitd held some sort
of official position ' ia one of the factories of Roswell.
"Of course. Don't you know I was
born in Marietta?" questioned Lucie

Bell.
"Yes, I know," returned Tom Lansing. "But this was many years before you were born."
"A young woman who stood at the
gate to the beautiful grounds I told
you of, watching with amused face the
passing regiment of double riders,
when she saw the young captain and

his charge, rushed screaming between
fright and joy, toward them, and then
The captain's
something happened.
horse plunged and reared, and the
young officer adroitly lifted the maiden to the ground and to the arms of
her cousin, the young woman who had
come from the gate. But other of the
horsus taking, contagiously, the fright,
plunged against him, and rider and
horse fell among rough-shohoofs.
"Quickly the spot was cleared, but
the young captain was taken up, unconscious, and by direction of the two
girls was borne to the grand house
among the trees and roses.
The young captain happened to be
known and loved by General Sherman,
who sent his own staff surgeon to attend the injured officer.
"There were days of anxiety for
those about the young captain., He
was long unconscious and then followed a fever. The left arm, with
which he had so gallantly saved the
girl from among the trampling horses,
was broken and cut, but youth and a
good esnstltution triumphed at last,
and shortly after Sherman had started on his march to the sea, Capt. Tom
Lansing and Lucie Gill, his bride,
the girl he had brought from Roswell behind him, and who had nursed
him through his fight with death,
had arrived at Lansing's home, In autumn, on the shady banks of the
river Des Plaines.".
"Tom., Lansing!" , Lucie,' almost
screamed. "Why that's your name!
And Luciej Gill that's my, name
Lucie Gill Bell. My father had a
cousin named Lucie Gill whom he
loved so much that he named me for
her, but he died when I was a baby
and of course never told me of her
history."
"She was my mother. I am the
only son and youngest of five children."
"Then you and I are kin."
"Yea, but very far removed, I am
thankful."
"I don't 6ee why you are so exultant about the distance of our relationship. I'm Just as good 83 you are,
Tom Lansing."
"A thousand times better, little girl.
Etit I am glad we ar not near of kin
hecause I want you to bo nay wife "
"Lift me up," she said, "until I can
kiss the bronze llpa of that old invader."
"Can't do that," he said, "but I will
to old Tecumseh's prosy for once."
(CoiyrUht by Dally Story Pub. Co.)
.

DEATH OCCURS- - LAST NIGHT IN
ARIZONA; HAD RESIDED HERE
FOR MANY YEARS

John H. York this morning receiv
ed a telegram Informing him of the
death of his mother, Mrs. S. E. York,
wheh occurred last night in Phoenix,
Ariz., at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Thomas McGrath.
Mrs. York
claimed Las Vegas as her home; hav
lag lived her for many years. Recently she has been spending much of her
time in Arizona. ilrs..York was known
and loved by a large number of Las
Vegas people. J)etails of her death
are 'not knowrt here, although Mr.
York was informed" that it occurred
rather suddenly. The body will be
brought to Las Vegas for burial.
--

.
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TECULlSEirBY PROXY

E

Canada was represented by R, C.
Howell and B. P. Schwengers of British Columbia. Their South African opponents were V. R. Cauntlett and R.
F. Lesuur. The match was played at
Queen's club.

With K C, the double acting baking
i powder, good results are doubly certain.
There's economy too, in the cost of K C.

1

Tom Lansing and Lucile Bell were
strolling around the equestrian statue
of grand old "Tecumseh" Sherman, In
the moonlight of May. Near them
towered the granite facade of the
SCHEDFAST
BANTAMWEIGHT
treasury, yonder twinkled the lights
of the White House.
ULED FOR A BOUT IN
"Sit there," he said. For with his
JULY 18.
handkerchief he had switched away
the dust from a block of stone where
Benny Chavez announced last night
in real bronze, one of the solbefore leaving for Trinidad that ar- stood,
diers that, at quadrangle
corners,
rangements had been completed in guard the "Leader to the Sea."
Albuquerque for the staging of a
As he seated himself beside her

SOUTH AFRICA DEFEATED
London, June 20. Canada today defeated South Africa in the doubles
At Philadelphia Philadelphia, 2;
the selection of a challenger for the
Dwlght P. Davis lawn tennis trophy
by three Rets to one. The score was

A

3

CHAVEZ TO MEET

Subscribe for The Optic.
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Plunk-a-plunk-
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STIFF SENTENCE STANDS.
Trenton, N. J., June 20. The su
preme court today affirmed the con
viction of Daniel A. Dugan, Jr., of
anslaughter in Essex comity. While
driving his automobile on Christmas
day, 1911, Dugan ran down and Itilred
,eo Francis McDermott, a boy who
as crossin? the street. Dugan's
sentence of imprisonment at hard
labor for not more than 10 nor 'iess
than 5 years stands unless there Is
appeal to the court of errors ana
appeals and the latter releases him.
A.
Dugan is a son of. Judge Daniel
Dugan of the Orancrs district court,
personal friend of President Wil
son, who appointed him to the jinliiea
year ago.
Bhip about
"When she married, ten years ago.
she stated freely that it was simply to
avoid working for a living."
"What does she do all the time."
Takes care of seven small children."
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
AND
reach the diseased portion o the ear.
euro
deafto
one
is
There
SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
only
way
ness, and that Is by constitutional
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed you hare a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second a
restored to its normal condition, hearA. M. Regular com- fourth Thursday evening
eaal
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
A.
munication first and
cases out of ten are caused by Ca
month at W O W. Hall. VUitlai
third Tnur8dy ln brothers cord'ally invited. Howard
tarrh, which is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
aach
month- V lilting
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThornhilL
.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
.
ln- oromerg
cordially
Secretary.
SA,
for any case of Deafness (caused by
vlted. Win. P. Mills,
catarrh) that cannot be cured
by RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AOVE.
W.
H.
S
M.,
Patten, Secretary. J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 64V
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-ljii'- s
TI8EMENTS
fr6
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every firai
F.' .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
of the month in the vestry
Tuesday
Five
75c.
cents per line tac'n mertlon.
Sold by Druggists,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
Reg- Take Hall's Family Pills for
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
alar conulave ec d Tuee
,.,&'
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers ari
Nj ad to occupy less space than two
day in each month at MaIsaac AppeL
cordially Invited
llnet. Ai: advertla m'ntt charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
Se
Charles
President;.
Greenclay.
TAX PAYMENTS
will be booked at space actua'ly
Chaa. Tamme.
Klnkel, R.
retary
Notice is hereby given that any without regard to number of word
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER MO. 3, ROY
1.
Meets every Monday evening al
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
AL
ARCH
MASONS
hall on Sixth street All vlsl
their
con
Regular
to a penalty of five per centum.
vocation first Monday ln
lng brethren cordially Invited to aV
Further notice is hereby given, that
each month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gu
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
T. M. Elwood
V. G.;
7:30
m.
at
Temple
H,
Lehman,
p.
all
of
the
published
public sale .of
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer;
property upon which taxe3 of A. D.
C. V. Hedsrcoek, cemetery tnist
Blood, Secretary.
1912 remain unpaid at the date Bet

obe

ohe OPTIC
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LOBDY

RESTAURANT

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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COLUMN
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for such sale, and such property upon which taxes of 1912 are then delinquent, will bj sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 14,

think
of the deep significance of the
Did you ever stop to

above

oft-repeat-

1913.

EUGENIC- ROMERO,
-

Treasurer and

Collector, San
N. M.

Miguel County,

ed

NOTICE.
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PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet 1" the Forest of Brotherl?
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Tempi o,
Love at Woodmen of the Woria
Mrs. J. O. Rutledjre, Worthy MahalL on the second r.nd fourth
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart. Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone: Main 829.
WANTED Reliable girl of good moClerk; Z. W. Montague, Local f3
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty.
rals for housework. No other need FRATERNAL
Visiting memners are espe102
Meca
welcome and cordially invli
at
1054
Monday
every
cially
night
apply.
Seventh street.
O. R. C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
ed.
S o'clock.
WANTED-Compet- ent
members are
iVisltlng
stenographer
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome,
and office clerk. Answer in own
ATTOKNEYH
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.
0. H. Bally, treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKEH
POSITION
WANTED
Young
lady
H. Hunker Chester A.
George
wants position as bookkeeper or B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Attorneys-st-Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
general office work; seven years'
New ater
Las Vegas.

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

MAIN

a.

Wanted

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed jo hunt or
fish upon this property except memmonth Elks home on Ninth stre?'
experience; best references. Phone
bers of tho club, and all persons goand Douglas avenue. Visiting broth
Olive 5462.
ersare cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
ing there must be prepared to show
DENTISTS
a membership card ln this organiza- WANTED
J. Mills. Bxalted Ruler; D. W. ConAt
this office, nice
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestDR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIlt
don. Secretary.
large cotton rags. Must be clean.
ed for trespassing.
Crockett Building.
5 cents
per pound.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
Mais w
COUN- Office Telephone
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Mala l
AND FISHING CLUB.
j.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and House Telephone
O.
R.
in
C. Hall,
fourth Thursday
OR F. B. HUXMANN
Plonw building. Visiting memDentist
MAKE US OFFER on splendid up
bers are cordially Invited. Richard
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Dental work of any deacrlptioi
Devlne, Q. K.; Frank Angel. V. S.
time. Call
used
short
right
piano,
AND
moderate prices.
and see it, 508 Main avenue.

Ht

It is estimated that more

than 95 per cent of the population of the United States
that can read are newspaper
readers.

For ShIq

SIGN PAINTING

N. O.

Not so vtry long ago "I
see by the papers" referred

merely to some news happening, but today the expression
is just as likely to indicate
store news, advertising news,

the arrival of some choice
merchandise, some change in
style, a new idea in apparel,
g
or any one of a hundred
and constantly changing bits of information which
crowd the pages of the reliable
daily papers like

EL

HERMAN

FOR

Piano, furniture, rugs,
stove, range etc. Best quality, good
as new. 1007 Eleventh street.

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR

SALE One horse, single harness, mowing machine, rake and 2
plows. Mrs. Nisson, North Fourth
street.

LilCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND
Arrive
No
No
No
No

2

I"

No
No

3

No

7....

No.

in..

Bepan
m

9:15
11 :05 p. m
11:05
2:05 a. m..... 2:10
45 p. m.. . . . 2:10
WEST BOUND
:20 p. m
1:46
6:10 a. m
6:16
4:20 p m.... 4:30
6:35 p. m..... 7:00
it: 10

p

.

p. a
a.

a

a.
p. a
p. a

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-i- you use

f

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do, any
way when! you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really is. 1
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
nmurc vnn TUC
1

-

IT (S

SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
--

'
X

SILVER
P LATE
BEAUTIFUL

vertising psxges.

Layton,

I

g tained in this city

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob- -

ALL GROCERS

reenter

Block. Tel. Male

East Las Vegas, N

!

M.

Professional Health Culture for LadUi
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalj
are cordially lnvlt Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel.
eti. Chas LiebacB
to 3:30 p. m
Chancellor Office hours 1:30 p. m.
aer,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Seal.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Eighth street.

CRYSTAL ICE
"From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription N9 impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

For Rent
FOR

RENT Furnished
Sixth street.

room.

FOR RENT Front bedroom.
508 Main Avenue.
Richley.
ROOMS

FOR RENT No
seekers need apply. Call
Kitchen.

FOR
511

RENT Modern
Ninth street.

20c
25c
40c
50c

;

per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100

lbs
lbs
lbs
lbs

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

915

FOR RENT Five room furnished cot
tage. Call LeRoy House, 618 Grand.

1200

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dalivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

Miss

heaUh
White

Lincoln Ave

-

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.

100

100
100
100

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aas
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.

furnished flat.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
FOR
hi'il.

Five room cottage on
Phone Purple 5301.

RENT
"

ft
IT CURES

WHILE

YOU WALK

'

Use Allen's Footease, the
powder to'- - be shaken into the
shoes. It instantly takes the sting
out of corns, Itching feet, ingrowing
nails, and bunions. It is the greatest
comfort discovery of the age. Allen's
Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes
feel easy. Ladies can wear shoes n
one size smaller after using. It Is a H
H
certain relief for sweating, callous
and swollen, tender, aching feet. Try
it today. Sold everywhere, 25c. Tria'
package FREE. Address Allen S.
Olmsted. Leroy, N. Y.
BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

It has been observed that
always have good
If your digestion is faulty
lain's Tablets will correct'
are easy to take and most
in effect. For sale by all
women

hm

Room

NO.

KNIGHTS OF
TH I AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
!ng in Castle Hail
Visiting
Knighti

1913 Model motorcycles
and motor boats at bargain prices,
all makes, brand new machines, on
easy payment plan. Get our proposition before buying or you will regret It, also bargains in used motorWrite us today. Enclose
cycles.
stamp for reply. Address Lock Box
11, Trenton. Mich.

(STER-

i

918

LODGE

PY

FOR SALE
p.

EMPRESS
FLOUR

There is, indeed, much
worth while thet one
may "see by the papers"
if he will but study the ad-

FOR SALE At a bargain A fine
new upright piano. E. E. Wentworth

DORADO

a

inter-estin-

The Optic

SALE

Adv.

beautiful
digestion
Chamberit. They

agreeablo
dealers.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ns.
all
Classified ad search out the people to
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
w&om-Huno-

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST 10 som
who reads the ads. ln thla nswspaper and would never hear
your property unless It were advertised here
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want tan
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used macbiaen-anfurniture, articles of sefulness of any sort, and musical ?
struinenti.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyeis, ot all
sible aorta of thlags, they have come to be finders of the beat rr,iwseta.

g
H
-
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COPTS K'.mS

W1tTMrBOB

WFXfetl U tCHij

SYNOPSIG.
PART ONE.
CHAPTIR I The
opens with
Jesse Smith reiatins U.a story of hig
birth, his early life In Labrador and of
the death of his father.
CHAPTER II Jesse becomes a sailor.
His mother marries the master of the
hip and both are lost in the wreck of
the vessel.
CHAPTER III Jesse becomes a cowboy

In Texas.

CHAPTER IV He marries
ilnger of questionable morals,
Is reported to have committed
CHAPTER V Jesse becomes
and moves to British Columbia,

Polly, a
who later
suicide.
a ranchei

PART TWO.
CHAPTER I Kate Trevor takes up the
narrative.
Unhappily married she conher mind
templates suicide, but
after meeting Jesse. changes
CHAPTER II Jesse rescues Kate from
her
husband who attempts to kill her. Trevor loses his life
In the rapids.
CHAPTER IIIKate rejects offer of
gTand opera managers to return to the
stage and marries Jesse.
CHAPTER
married life starts
out happily.
CHAPTER V Kate succumbs to the
pleadings of a composer to return to the
stags and runs away with him. She
rescues Widow O'Flynn from her burning
burned herself and rebouse, is
turns homebadly
where Jesse receives her with
open arms.
drink-madden-

IV-T- heir

ttle
CHAPTER
thieves appear In
the neighborhood. Jesse asks Kate
to
to a place of safety. Ta Ma Joy sho g9
Vl-Ca-

crlAPTER VTI Jesse resumes the narrative. He calls on neighbors and plars
to capture the robbers. Kate is rescued
from the hands of the bandits.
CHAPTER VIII The robbers are captured, but later make their escape.
CHAPTER IX Jesse Is captured 'by
the robbers, but by a clever ruse makes
prisoners of the robbers.
CHAPTER X The prisoners are turned
over to a United States
marshal, who
has arrived with extradition papers.
CHAPTER XI Jesse takes charge of
the outlaw chief's son. Billy O'Flynn,
having promised the chlff to keep him
out of his father's profession.
CHAPTER XII-- He
takes Billy to Vancouver and the lad Is shanghaied.
CHAPTER XTII-- A so,, m oorn to Kate
and Jessy and is named David.
CHAPTER XTV Jesse receives a letter
from his first wife, Polly, In which she
tells how she deceived him into thinking
she had killed herself. She threatens to
come to him.
For the honor of Kate
and their son, father and mother separate.
PART THREE.
CHAPTER I Kate and David go to
to
live. Four years later Billy
England
O'Flynn arrives and tells how Jesse has
been ruined and ostracised through the
vindictiveness of Polly.
CHAPTER II Kate arrives In British
Columbia, lays plans to help old friends
and defeat the plots of Polly.

PART THREE,
CHAPTER I.
Spite House.
Kate Reviews the Book.
The book is not finished. ThU book
of Jesse's life and mine is not finished
while she who set us asunder is allowed to live. "Vengeance is mine,"
gaith the Lord, "I will repay." We

wait

MSt

Ml

jtVf7iZli

"A little bov wii;n ..tuc in to So
about some fishes, and that man whal
swum and swum, and 1 saw'd his pio
ture in the paper. So now 'tend yot
look de udder.way."
"Why, I can't see nothen."
"You can see.. The game is for m
to jump in, and you swim."
"But 1 can't swim. I'm a sailor."
Then what's you)
"Oh, weally?
name?"
"It's Billy O'Flynn."
"No, but that's weally my guinea
pig, the pink one Billy O'Flynn.
You're not a fairy, Billy?"
"Why, what does you know about
fairies?"
"Most truthfully, you know, I don't
believe in fairies, but then it pleases

mummie."
So Billy sat on
friends with the

his

heel

making
and
Patsy, the nurse, came behind him,
hands to
craving with cotton-glovetouch the sailor's crisp, short, golden
hair, and David gravely tried on the
man's peaked cap.
"Yes," Billy agreed, 'fairies is rot
when there's real gals about, with rosy
cheeks
an' cotton gloves."
"Lawks! 'Ow you sailors does fancy
yourselves," said Patsy, her shy fingers drawn by that magnetic gold of
the man's hair.
"Climb on my back amf ride," said
young O'Flynn to David, "I'll be a
fairy horse."
"The cheek of 'im!" jeered Patsy,
"fairy 'orse indeed!"
Oh, surely the fairies were very
busy about them, tugging at heartstrings, while Billy and Patsy fell head
over ears in love, and my pet cupid
had them both for slaves. David rode
Billy home, by his august command
straight into my brown study, where
I sat in my lazy chair.
Was it my voice telling baby to go
and get dry feet? Was it my hand
grasping Billy's horny paw? For I
heard my roaring canyon, saw my
cliffs, my embattled sculptured cliffs,
and once more seemed to walk with
Jesse in Cathedral Grove."
I laughed, I cried. Oh, yes, of
course I made a fool of myself. For
this dear lad came out of Wonderland,
this heedless ruffian who knew of my
second marriage, who had such a tale
to tell of "Madame Scotson." Oh,
haven't you heard ? Her precious
Baby David is illegitimate! Couldn't
I hear my neighbor, Mrs. Pollock telling that story at the Scandal club?
I
and common,
Feeling
begged Billy's pardon, made him sit
down, tried ever so hard to put him
at his ease. Poof lad! His father
condemned as a felon, his mother such
a wicked old harridan, his life, to say
the very least, uncouth. Yet somehow out of that rough savage face
shone the eyes of a gentleman, and
there was manliness in all he said, in
everything he did. After that great
journey for my sake, how could I let
him doubt that he was welcome?
"I know I'm rough," "he said humbly, "but you seem to understand.
You know I'm straight. You won't
mind straight
talk unless you're
changed, and you're not changed at
least not that way, mum."
Changed! Ah, how changed! The
looking glass had bitter things to
tell me, and crying makes me such a
frump, I never felt so plain. And the
eyes of a young man are often brutally
frank to women.
"Don't mind about me, Billy. Say
what you've come to tell me."
"Been gettin' it ready to say ever
since I started for England. Look
here, mum, I want to go back to the
beginning, to when I was a kid, an'
mother kep' that hash house in Abilene. D'ye mind if I speak I mean
about this here Polly?"
I set my teeth and hoped he would
be quick.
"Well, ye see, mum, she only done it
for a joke, and the way Jesse treated
heaven-born-

,

What impulse moved my man after
four years to enter that tragic house?
He read our book, so piteously stained,
this heap of paper scrawled with rusty
Ink. He added parts of a chapter,
which I have finished. It is all blotted
with tears, this record of his life
childhood, boyhood, youth, manhood,
humor, passion veritable growth of
of that love
an immortal spirits-anna- ls
which ltfteth us above the earth and
then!
So I must try to catch up happiness.
I have notes here of dear Father
Jared, made iat the time when he was
bringing me with Baby David home. I
remember we sat in our deck chairs
on thp "sunny side of the. ship,
race out in
her"
'vfe talked of home.
"I can't hear this."
Frognall End, where my saint is
"You don't mind if I say that mothis on the river near
er
and me haven't no use for Jesse?"
Windsor, and there I went to live with
"I know that."
,Baby David.
"Well, mother put her up to the
was
From the first my Heaven-borTo get shut of him, she shamidea.
a
in
Interested in milk, later
growing
dead.
I helped. I say she done
med
number of worldly things, but it was
not until last winter by the fireside right, mum. If she'd let it go at thai
that we really had serious tales all I'd take her side right now."
"Billy, was that a real marriage?"
about Wonderland.
"It was that. She's Jesse's wife all
Although David has decided to be a
tram conductor, he still takes some right."
There was something which braced
little interest in other walks of life.
in his callous frankness. "I hoped,'
me
old
on
an
he
the
Once
asked
"Go on."
gentleman who was fishing what he I said.
"Well, mother hated Jesse some
was fishing for, and got the nice reAfterward when well
ply: "1 often wonder." And it was on thin' chronic.
for the British possesrun
to
had
she
the
one
beside
this path
Thames, that
we met up with Jesse again
day last November he made a big sions, and
He give us a shack and
friendship. His nurse was passing a by accident.
few remarks with a young man who some land, but mother an' me had out
asked the way to my house, and baby pride. How would you like to take
went ahead pursuing his lawful occa charity? Mother hated him stili
sior.s. Curious to know what it felt worse, and don't you imagine I'd gc
like to be a real fish, he was stepping back on her. She's my mother.
"Then you married Jesse. Of cours
into the river to see about it, wber.
mother
and me both knew that Pollj
the young man Interfered.
too and
knew,
"Leggo my tail," said David wrath was alive. Fatherwhen
no one but ut
fully, then with sudden' defiance, ") father was around
ever seen him. We knew that Polls
got my feet wet anyway, so there!"
"That's so," the young man agreed was alive, and mother would bav
"I say," David grew confident given Jesse dead away, only we stop
"Mummie says it's in the paper, ec ped her. Father said it was none oi
our business. Father liked Jesse, J
It's all righ "
fcousht the world of you, so whet

J

watch-'ingaclou-

f

curate-ln-charg-

tow-pat-

h

motner wrote to Polly, we a Durn ne;
letters."
What an escape for us!
"Then you saved mother from burn
tug in that shack, and afterward sh
Jesse worse, because sh
hated
couldn't hit him for fear of hurting
you. Oh, she was mad because she'c
got fond of you.
"And you took us into your ranch
Charity again, and you sailin' undei
Protestant colors, both of yez. Thi
way mother prayed for Jesse wai
enough to scorch his bones." Bill
"I ain't religious I drink
chuckled.
and mother's professin' Catholic cuti
no figure with me.
"Then there's the fightln' betweei
father's gang and Jesse's. Dad go
hung, Jesse got the dollars. Rough
white trash, liki
common,
mother an' me, hears Jesse expound
ing the Scriptures. We ain't got nt
feelings same as you."
Poor lad! Poor savage gentleman'.
"You saved me from murderini
Jesse and got me away from tha
ranch. Since then I've followed thi
sea. There's worse men there thai
Jesse. I seen worse grub, worse treal
ment, worse times in general since
quit the ranch. Five years at sea "
There was the glamour, the greafc
ness of the sea in this lad's eyes, just
as In Jesse's eyes. Sailors may b
rugged, brutal, fierce not vulgar,
Men reach out into spaces where wa
sheltered women cannot follow.
"Suppose I've grown," said Billy.
"Well, mum, I got a notion to go home.
bark
Signed as A. B. in a
Clan Innes out o' Glasgow, for Vancouver with general cargo. I quit her at
Vancouver, made Ashcroft by C. P, R.,
blind baggage mostly, then hit tha
road afoot. I thought I'd take my de"
parture from the
"The old bush trail?"
"Hard goin', but then I expected, of
course, mother'd be there at the
ranch, and you, mum, an' Jesse, of
course, and "
"You must have found things
changed when you got to the ranch."
"Didn't gst there. I'd news at Hat
Creek, vand kep' the road main north.
Mother wasn't at the ranch any more.
She'd poisoned Jesse's bear. Oh, mum,
I don't want to hurt."
"Go on, dear lad."
"Mother'd took up with Polly at
Spite House."
'Spite House?"
Mile House.
"It's the Ninety-Nin- e
There's a sign board right caross the
road:
THE NINETY-NINMRS. JESSE SMITH
four-maste- d

Fifty-Nine.-

HOTEL, STORE, LIVERY.

"She did that to spite Jesse, and
they call the place Spite House."
Spite House! How right Father Jared was. "Sword versus dragon," he
sword versus
told us, "is heroic;
cockroach is heroics. Don't draw your
sword on a cockroach."
This much I tried to explain to
young O'Flynn, whose Irish blood has
a fine sense of humor. But the smile
he gave me was one of pity, turning
my heart to Ice. "Jesse," he said,
"made that mistake. That's why I've
come six thousand miles to warn you.
Howly Mother, if I'd only the eddica-tioto talk so I'd be understood!
"I'm going to try another course.
See here, mum. You've heard tell of
Cachalot whales. They runs say
eighty tons for full whales one hundunno how
dred fifty horse-powemany knots, full of fight to the last
drop of' blood. That stands for
Jesse.
"And them sperm whales is so contemptuous of the giant squid they uses
her for food. She's small along of a
sperm whale, but she's mean as eight
python snakes with a devil in the
middle. That'll do for Polly.
"Well, last voyage I seen one of
hem
strangle a bull
Cachalot, and the sight turned me
sick as a dog. Now, d'ye understand
what Polly's doing? I told you I hated
Jesse. I told you straight to your face
why I hated him. And now, mum, I'm
only sorry for poor Jesse."
It was then, I think, that I began
really to be terrified. Never in tin
old days at the ranch had Billy been
off his guard even with me. Now he
let me know his very heart. I could
not help but trust him, and it was no
small uneasiness which had brought
the lad. to England.
he was saying,
"Them
"has a hr.bit of throwing out ink to fo;;
the water, so you won't see what
they're up to until they lash out to
grapple. That's where they're so like
this 'roily.' She's a fat, hearty,
body, and it's the surest fa'ct
she's kind to men in trouble. Anybody can have a drink, a meal and a
bud, iij matter how broke he is; and
Cpite House is free hospital for the
district' She'll sit up night nursing a
aick man, and, till I went an' lived
there, I'd have sworn she was good
as they make 'em. That's the ink.
"Then' you begins to find out, and
what I didn't .see, mother would ttU
;ne. She'd been tfiree years there.
.

n

devil-squids,- '!

good-nature-

Besides, I seen moat of what we ':'.".
sailor, towns, and I'd thought A!
known the toughesil, there was in the
way of boardin' houses; but rough
house in 'Frisco itself is holiness compared with what goes on there under
the sign of Mrs. Jesse Smith. That
name ain't exactly clean."
"That's enough, I think, if you don't
mind. I'd rather have news about our
old friends Captain Taylor, for instance, and Iron Dale, and how is dear
Doctor McGee?"

"Dear Doctor 'McGee, is it? Well,
you see he lived within a mile of Polly.
She got him drinktn', skinned him at
cards, then told him he'd best shoot
himself. The snow drifts through his
house.
"And Iron Dale? Oh, of course, he
was Jesse's friend, too. I'd forgot.
She pt him. drurj: and went through

was ior paying "nis
wasn't his to
lose, so he skipped the country. The
mines closed down and there wasn't
no morn naclutif. contracts for

hm. That money
hands at the

Sky-lin-

Jab"
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Wm
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lence, the waiting, which
wake up and screech at night. But
I dunno myself has Jesse lo.st his
nerve?"
"How do you know all this?"
"She told mother everything."
"And your mother told you. Why?"
"Because say, mum, you remember
the thing your husband called Bull
Durham.
"Brooke?"
"Fancy Brooke, the thing that
The
Polly kept like a pet
thing which turned state's evidence
to hang my poor old dad. Brooke's
come to Spite House as Polly's manager. Yes, now you know why mother's got no more use for Polly told
me I'd best come to you and give you
warning. That thing Is at Spite
House, and mother's gone."
"I see it all now. But- one last
question. How did you get to England?"
"Do you remember, mum, that my
poor dad just thought the world of
Jesse?"
"I remember, a legacy for you
some ponies."
"Well, Jesse found out somehow
that I was at Spite House. He sent
me the value of them ponies, with
only a receipt for me to sign. I reckon,
starvmum, that ruined and well-nighundred and sixty
ing, he rode
miles through the black pines, because he's honest. That's why I spent
the money comin' to you. I wants to
help."
---

lap-do-

-
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Began to Understand

Me"

What Billy
;

I began to understand what Billy
meant, and It was with sick fear I

asked concerning my dear man's
stanchest friend, his banker. Captain
Boulton Taylor.
"You'd better know, mum," There
was pain in the lad's face, reluctance
in his voice. "Being the nearest magistrate, he tried to down Polly for
keeping a disorderly house. But then,
as old man Taylor owned, he didn't
know enough law to plug a rat hole.
There ain't no municipality, so Spite
House is outside the law. But Polly's
friends proved all the good ishe done
to men who . was hurt, or sick, or
broke. Then she showed up how her
store and hotel was cutting into the
trade of Hundred Mile House. She
brung complaints before the government, so Taylor ain't magistrate now.
The stage stables got moved from
Hundred Mile to Spite House. The
had to follow. Now he's
He's
alone with only a Chinaman.
blind as a bat, too, and there's no two
ways about It Bolt Taylor's dying."
"Is there no justice left?"
Dunno about that. She uses a lot
post-offic- e

of law."
I dared not ask about Jesse. To sit
still was impossible, to- play caged
tiger up and down the room would
only be ridiculous. Still, Billy's poisonous tobacco excused the opening of
a window, so I stood with my back
turned, while a November night closed
on the river and the misty fields.
How could I leave my baby? How
could I possibly break with Covent
Garden where my understudy, a fearsome female, ravened for the part?
The cottage would never let before
our river season. "Madame Scotson
has been called abroad on urgent pri-

'
vate business."
the-lad
was saying,
course,"
"when Polly got to be postmistress,
she handled Jesse's letters, held the
envelopes in the steam of a kettle until they'd open, and gummed them
when she was through if she sent
them on. She found out who he dealt
with and got them warned not to
trust him. There's no letters now."
"She wouldn't dare!"
"No? You remember he sent you
that book you wrote together at the
ranch?"

.

CHAPTER

II.

The Impatient Chapter,
Kate's Narrative.
This chapter is so difficult to start
It deals with a time when life had
become Impossible unless one could
jump from here to Wednesday next,
and thence to Monday fortnight. Of
course the book Is only meant for
Jesse, for David, for me, and for those
to come who may revere us as their
ancestors. Thank goodness, I am not
a novelist!
I sent David with his nurse to stay
with Father Jared, so mother called
wretch. I abandoned
me a
my part at the opera to a weird
ravening female who can't sing, so
d
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"You know

that!"
bar-roo-

"Yes'm."
"How soon can I get a ship?"

"None before Saturday."
"Go on. Tell me the worst."
"The signs may read coarse weath
er or typhoon. I dunno which yei
She's been locatin' settlers along them
old clearings in the black pine and,
judging by samples I'd seen, she swept
the jails."
"Why more than one?" I asked
"why all that expense when one would
do?"
"Who'd blackmail Polly afterward?
She's no fool. She says straight ou
in public she'd shoot the man who
killed him. But them thugs is planted
in hungry land, they see his pastuivJ
the best in the district, and you know
as well as I do he's a danger to ail
robbers. Why, even when sportsw-- n
and tourists comes along his old gun
gets excited. He hates the sight ot
strangers, anyway.
"Now, all these years she's goruKi-him to loose out and break the. law.
That's why she's got the constable
protecting her at Spite House. Once
she can get him breaking the law she
has all them thugs so many dollars a
head as witnesses. It ain't murder
she wants. She says that when the
sent
went to his ranch that time J
her a message by old Mathson, 'I won't
let her off with death.'
"She won't let him off with death.
Twice she has put him to shame hi
public. She'll never rest until &be
gets him hanged- There's only one
thine mizzles, me. I see. ,it'a his si
.

.

-
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tea, and secured fresh horses for the
last stage of our journey. I learned
also that the driver Intrusted by the
Hudson's Bay Company with provisions for Hundred Mile House had
gone off with the team, leaving his
sleigh still loaded in Captain Taylor's
yard.
The malign bush seemed cowed by
sheer Immensity of glittering starlight as we drove on. Only once I ven
tured to speak, asking Mr. Eure to
look out for Ninety-Mil- e
House.
Horses accustomed to bait there would
try to stop. I did not want to stop.
He nodded assent, and, crouched
down beside him, I waited until a
brave red warmth shone out across
the snow from all the lighted win
dows of Spite House.
Mr. Eure lashed his horses, and in a moment more
we had passed into the night again.
Presently we crossed the little shaky
bridge over Hundred Mile Creek,
then swung to the left' into Captain
Taylor's yard. While Tom, the assistant, stabled the team, Mr. Eure and
Billy got snow shovels from the barn,
and hewed out a way to the deep
drifted door at the near end of the
building. Presently the Chinese servant let us in, and I made my way
through the barroom and dining-hal- l
to that far door on the right. How
changed was the grand old Hundred
since days, only five years ago, of
pompous assizes, banquets, dances,
when these rooms overflowed with
light, warmth, and comfort, now dark,
in Arctic cold, in haunted silence! I
crept Into the captain's room, where,
r
in an
beside the stove, the
old man lay. I knelt beside him, taking his dreadfully swollen hand.
"Dear wife," he muttered, whose
wife must have been dead full forty
years, "this hulk is going to be laid
up soon, in Rotten Row. Can't all of
us' founder in action."
I ran away. But there was much
to be done, fires, lights, supper, beds,
and the unloading of the sleigh full
of hospital comforts, which would set
my patient a great deal more at ease.
When I left my patient, very late
that night, supposing all lucky people
to be in bed, I found Mr. Eure making
himself some tea. Gladly I joined
him beside the kitchen stove, ever so
pleased with its warmth and the tea,
for I was weary, past all hope of any
sleep. Besides, the poor man was
just dying with curiosity as to our
journey and his engagement as my engineer. So, for that one and only
time I told the story of Jesse's fate,
and mine.
And then I tried to explain the
scheme which needed his services as
an engineer.
Let's see," he checked my rambling
Statement. "Try if I've got all that
correct. This Cariboo wagon road
runs from Ashcroft to Quesneile, due
north, except at one point where the
government wouldn't pay for a bridge
across the Hundred Mile gorge.
mile post ih
"So at the ninety-fivroad swings eastward five miles, pass-inSpite House to the head of th
gorge, where it crosses Hundred Mile
Creek, right here.
"From here the road turns west
again on the north side of the gorge,
aud after one mile on the level, drops
cown the Hundred Mile Hill, which
!a three miles high, and a terror tQ
navigation.
"At the bottom the road turns nortS
again for Quesneile, at a cabin called
the One Hundred and Four where old
Pete Mathson lives, a hairy little per
son, like a Sky terrier with a faithful heart.
'And said Mathson has blazed a cut
oft, crossing the foot of the gorge, then
climbing by an easy grade to the
The said cutpost.
off is five miles long. Made Into a
wagon road, it would give a better
gradient for traffic, save four miles,
employ local labor at a season when
money is scant, and be an
blessing to mankind. At the foot ol
the gorge we'd locate the new Hun
dred Mile House.
"Incidentally, Spite House would l
left in the hungry woodi
four miles from nowhere.''
"Tell me," I urged, "what you
think."
."My dear madam, when I've made 8
survey you shall have dates and fig'
urea for a temporary snow road, a
permanent way, and a house."
"It can be done?"
"Why, certainly."
"You approve?"
I see dollars in iUin, i . i
"Yes.
arm-chai-

- "Of

"I read it at Spite House. She had
with
a heap of fun in the
Jesse's letter. Her cat eyes flamed
like mad."
"There was no letter."
"She made a paper house of It, and
set it alight to show how Jesse burnShe was
ed her home in Abilene.
drunk, too, that night. But that's
nothing'. Glad you didn't hear them
yarns she put about the country.
Jesse wasn't never what I'd call popular, but he ain't even spoken to now
by any white man. His riders quit,
his Chinamen cleared out. Then she
bought Brown's ferry, had the cable
took away, the scow sent adrift, and
Surly Brown packed off. She'd heard
that Jesse lived by his rifle, so she's
cut him from his hunting grounds.
There's nothing left to hunt east in
the Fraser."
"He's starving?"
"Shouldn't wonder."
"Billy!"

mouesiy to let me know mat
he was competent.
. He
presented his assistant, led me
to the sleigh, showed Billy where to
stow the luggage, tucked me into some
warm furs, congratulated me on es
caping the local hotels, then bidding
my man and his own to jump in, took
the reins and asked which way we
were going. I served as pilot along a
trail of poignant memories.
We slept that night at Hat Creek
station, where Tearful George proved
a most kindly host. Ho told sne cf a
loaded sleigh which had passed last
week on the way to Jesse's ranch. The
teamster' was Iron Dale. So far I had
wondered whether my name , was
changing letter by letter from Madame
Scotson Into Mrs. Grumble, but now
the scent of the pines brought ease
of mind, and In the great calm of the
wilderness one is ashamed to fret.
Our next march brought us rather
late for the midday dinner to Fifty-Nin- e
Mile House, which marks the
summit of the long climb from Ashcroft to the edge of the black pines.
We drove on, freezing, and right
glad I was to be welcomed with all
the ruddy warmth and kindly cheer of
Eighty Mile House. There we had

ptnecs

In

an Arm Chair Beside the Stove, the
Old Man Lay.

my manager called me an atheist. My
maids had to pack and run to escape
storage with the furniture at the
"Pecking and Tootham Emporiums;"
my little home passed to a gentleman
with mourning nails, diamonds, and
a lisp; by bits and scraps of stock
were sold and the proceeds banked
with the Hudson's Bay company.
The keenest pleasure which ever
money gave me came when Billy and
I helped In the drafting of a cable
order from the Hudson's Bay Company
In London to that bland magniflco who
manages their branch palace at Vancouver. One always feels that If one
happened to want a Paris hat, a tag
of nuts, and a monkey, this Vancouver
potentate would make a parcel of
them without the slightest fear of
their getting mixed. As to surprising
the company, one might as well tickle
the Alps. So here is the telegram:
"Provide three sleighs, each with
two horses; engage two reliable bush
teamsters; six months' guaranteed
bonus for secrecy and fidelity.
"Referring to previous requirements
of Jesse Smith, load No. 1 sleigh to capacity with provisions, luxuries, ammunition, books, consigned to him via
bush trail from 59 Mile House, Cariboo Road. Referring to Captain Taylor's past requirehients and present
sickness, load No. 2 sleigh with stores
invalid comforts, consigned 100 Mile
House. Each driver to present load,
rig and team, with personal services,
and to forward consignee's receipt.
"Hire third sleigh with team one
month, furnish furs on approval,
equipment, comforts suitable to bush
travel and residence of a lady. Place
la charge of young competent civil engineer, bringing instruments and assistant to report to Madame Scotson,
arriving Ashcroft Pacific Limited 20
Inst.
"Absolute secrecy required. Charge
Scotson."
So far the impulse had moved me
to be quick before I repented, and
the journey gave time for that. Leaving the sweet majesty and serene order of the English landscape, I made
the usual passage by S. S. Charon
across the Styx to New York, where I
caught a stuffy train for tha transit
of an untidy continent. And so, in
the starry middle of a night, I was
met at Ashcroft.
The civil engineer sent by the Hud
son's Bay Company was Mr. Sacrifice
T, Eure. He stood uncovered, and
while hla ears froze, spelled bis name
to roe, explaining that there were two
syllables in "Euro" wilh accent on the
first. He seemed to convey an offer
of protection, to claim my friendship,
to.take charge of my affairs. and,wit.h

,

e

ninety-five-mil-

e

side-tracke-

I laughed.
"Being Polly, and from n;y PoHjf
point of view, frankly, I'm pleased

i

Here are hundreds of new customers
with Madame Scotson's money t
t
spend at Spite House."
"My men will sign an agreement.
The man who visits Spite House for
feits a bonus for good service, loses
all outstanding pay, and leaves iiiy
camp that day,"
"Is that so? Of course the coachea
change horses at Spite House."
"When I've bought out the staga
company, they'll change horses at tht
New Hundred."
"And only stop at Spite House for!
the mails?"
"I shall appeal to the postmaster-general- ."
"On the ground

a rival, house?

"But the

ait?"
don'l blame the enesnp..
v-

J

that you're running
Captain Taylor, you

say, did that"
"My house shall charge nothing, lit
shall be free, and the visitors mjrj
guests."
"Then, In my little Polly way, I'mV
afraid I'll have to move Spite Houaa
down to the new road."
"On to my land?"
"Your cruelty reduces me to tears
I am a martyr. I appeal to the chiv&V
rous public to boycott that new road."
"When I've brought money into th
country? Oh, you don't know tM
nungry neighborhood!"
"Mercy! My client's done for. I'm)
Madame Scotson's managing engineer
May I ask a plain question?"
"Certainly."
in thiai
"Is there water-powe- r
gulch?"
"There's a lovely waterfall."
"I'll look around tomorrow."
And then came Mr. Erue's confess
aion. The assistant, not himself, vaa
a surveyor. "I'm only a paper-makeI'm looking for cheap timber, good!
snow for haulage, water-powe- r
to mllll
the lumber Into paper-puland a road
to market. I've been traveling Bom
months now in search of that combi-- i
nation, and if your lovely waterfall
will give me five thousand horse-power, I shall have to buUd your cut-of- a
road for myself, also the house. Then
there'll be war against thesa blackj
pines, your enemies. As to Spitol
House, It seems hardly the kind ofj
thing for you to deal nrltta. Perhaps
you'll leave that to me,"
4

(To be Continued Tomorrow)

SEA BATHING IN THE TROPICS
Water Becomes Heated to a Remarkable Degree and a Plunge Is the
Height of Luxury.
Those who live la temperate anl
cold climates do not realize the effect
of the sun's direct heat on the sea.
The luxury of bathing in an ocean that
has a temperature of 108 degress,
writes Mr. E. J. Banfield In "My Tropio
Isle," is not for the multitude who
crowd the cities that the sun touchea
tremulously and aslant.
On November 21, 1909, we bathed aj
Moo-Jenorth Queensland, in shallow
water, on the edge of an area of denuded coral reef fully two miles long
by a mile broad. For three hours a
considerable portion of the reef bad1
been exposed to the glare of the sun.
and the incoming tide filched tha
stored-uheat from coral and stonea
and sand.
The first plunge provoked aa csc!
ruation of amazement, for the wateij
was several degrees hotter than thai
air, and it was the hottest hour three
o'clock in the afternoon of a very hot
day. No thermometer was at hand to
register the actual temperaturo o thi
water, but subsequent tests at tha
same spot under similiar conditions
proved that the surface stratum of
about one foot was at 108 degrees
Fahrenheit, from four degrees to Blx
degrees hotter than the air. Below
that, the temperature of the urate
seemed ordinary, and corresponded
with that of the water a hundred
yards out from the shore.
On another day, January 10, 1910,
between noon and three o'clock in tha
afternoon, the sea, scientifically test
ed, was heated to 90 degrees. With
the bulb buried in the sand six feet
from the water's edge, the mercury
rose to 112 degrees very quickly, and
remained stationary. Youth's Cor
panion.
p
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IMPORTER

Hie Shipment Seized as Unfit, and Ha
Is Thrown Into Jail
Penniless.
Washington. These are the tribui
lations of one importer of chestnut
as displayed by government records:!
More than a year ago he brought !n 'd
'
consignment upon which he paid
o3
tha
department
duty. Immediately
agriculture seized the shipment as unfit for consumption and ordered it c4
etroyed. It has remained since isx
i
private bonded warehouses, where
storage charges have accrued. Coir ;;i
troller of the Treasury Trace well
cided that the cos of dreiruc
Bhouid be paid from Ujs W i;:ud v,
ice ( '
the government for duty
Ehouid ha a
n ca en?
ie
To
by the
'
i
the importer's cup cf iwrrow, Ma.
ia Ja.il and pffsail-sd--
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"You think I'm foolish ?"
"U will be an excellent road."
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SEATS AVAILABLE

LOCAL NLWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

OPTIC,

AFTER

8:0;!

Saturday-Monda- y

BARGAINS

8:45

Savory Roasters.95c
Potts Sad Irons.95c
14c
20c pail Wash Boards
35c double Zinc Wash Boards
$1.25 Oval

O'CLOCK

Try a dram ol Old Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

First Car Due Now

Live spring chickens and home TEACHERS
HAVE
FIRST
WILL
dressed hens at Pete Roth's tomor
CHANCE FOR ACCOMODATIONS

Get in Your Order Early

Miss Carrie Schrock has secured a
Showing its appreciation of the stu
position with the Cutler Brothers In- dents of the Normal University sum
surance company as stenographer.
mer school, numbering 254, and of the
San Miguel teachers' institute, num
Nine cars of cattle were unloaded
about 70, the Commercial club
bering
today at the Hand ranch at Los Ala- tonight will make them guests of hon
mos. This shipment came from Ari
or at the performance of "Fannie and
zona.
the Servant Problem" at the Duncan
opera house. The play is to be given
Mr. and Mrs, A. L. Gump are the
by the members of the graduating
proud parents of a bahy boy born to class of the Normal University, and
them Thursday morning. Mr. Gump
is, in fact, a reproduction of the class
is setting up cigars.
play, which was given early this
time the production
Finch's Goldei Wedding itye, aged month. At that
audience in the
immense
an
In the wood. Direct from the distil pleased
being
house,
pronounced the
opera
lery to you. At the ixbby, of course.
ever
amateur
best
given in Las
play
Adv.

CANTALOUPES HERE
soct-2o- c

i

row.

Adv.

Mrs.

$1-2-

25c

.

5c
dozen Clothes Pins
35c Sleeve Ironing Boards 25c
25c Towel Bars, 3 arms
9c
Germ-proo- f
$2.00 for Roberts
Filters.
3

AT OPERA HOUSE

$1.50

No.

8

nickle-plate-

OFF

Cop- -

d

$1.10
per Tea Kettles
Liquid Veneer, 25c, 50c $1.00
sizes.
Polish Mops.
f 1.35 for
Polish 25c, 50c, $1.00,
.

01

$1.50, $2.50.
Bleached"
Pepperell
Sheeting.
Bleached
24c yd. Pepperell
Sheeting.
26c yd. Pepperell 10-- Bleached
Sheeting.
15c yd. Bleached Pillow Tubing

52c yd.

4

4

4

ONLY AT

Vegas.

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS

1

LYE

IN THE CAN

"HUHTS QUALITY FRUITS"
"T HE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In

LYE-PEELE-

In Fi vour

Quality-Delici- ous

Insist on "Hunts"

if

you want the hignest

quality in canned fruits

At J. H. STEARINS
CRYSTAL" BUTTER.
IS MADE

FR-O-

The production tonight will equal
The Rebeccas will' hold a bakery
not eclipse in perfection the first
if
sale In the Graaf & Hayward Meat
The young actors are
performance.
Market, Saturday, beginning at 10
in their parts and
all
letter
perfect
o'clock. Adv.
have been drilled carefully by Miss
The Normal Uni
The Frank Clark Cattle company May Ross, director.
the direction
under
orchestra,
versity
has leased the Beck grant and will
will play
Miss
Cluxton,
of
Marguerite
place a large herd of steers there soon.
the
an
during
program
interesting
Reports from the grant state that thi
grass there is in good condition on ac- evening.
The performance tonight is to be
count of the heavy rains.
staged at the expense of the Commer
show the
The Cananea Copper company pf cial club, which desires to,
their
that
students
presence
Cananea, New Mexico, has leased the visiting
It is anis
in
Las
appreciated.
Vegas
Cananea ranch and will receive the
commercial
body
the
that
nounced
first shipment of cattle soon. The catsome kind of entertain
will
provide
tle will come from Mexico where buysummer stulents each
ers for the company have been lately ment for the
If
the
program is carri
proposed
year,
purchasing the animals.
ed out.
Each of the students has been pro
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock
Tided
with a ticket, and the entire low
Elislo Sanchez, a patient of the state
will be reserved for their use.
er
floor
24
the
age of
years.
hospital, died at
members
of the Commercial club
The
He had been a patient o the hosbeen
have
each
provided with two
'two
pital for a short time over
weeks. Sanchez was in a bad con- tickets. They and any person to
dition when brought here. The body v. hem they may give tickets will occu
was sent to Belen today by J. C. py the foyers and the gallery. If there
are any seats vacant after the stuJohnsen & Son.
s
dents have been seated, other
will occupy the remainder of
The park commission is beginning
the work of beautifying Diamond the lower floor.
The musical program by the orchespark, the triangular area In the north
end of town near the Sundt planing tra will begin at S:30 o'clock.' At 8:45
mill. Blue grass seed has been sown o'clock persons i desiring admission
and the park is being piped for water. but who have no tickets will be allowLast year the city bui'it a curbing ed those seats that are vacant. The
around the park and with the new curtain for the first act will rise imimprovements it will be a beauty mediately after 8:45 o'clock. It is exspot before the summer is over.
pected that the opera house will be
ticket-holder-

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOURl GR.OCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
IV

0.0

Mrs. Andrea Garcia de Padilla has

filed suit in the district court against
her husband, Dionocio Padilla. Mrs.
Padilla asks a divorce and the custody WILL PREPARE
of her two children. Padilla is serving a term in the penitentiary for REVIVAL WITH
stealing a horse, and Mrs. Padi'ila
gives this as her reason for desiring
to be divorced from him.
THE PROTESTANT
Albino B. Gallegos of Los Conchas,
the. ranchman, was in Las Vegas yesterday bragging about the fine conditions existing upon his ranch. Mr.
Gallegos says cattle and sheep are
in excellent shape and the range is
covered with good grass. The farm
crops also are in good shape. Mr.
Gallegos says he expects to have a
most successful season this year.
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Un addition to tne Masons who
served as honorary pa.1 bearers at
the funeral of George W. Ward yesterday, all of w 4om were men.' i vs o(
the grand lodge, the f ji'.nvin,? aitm-ber- s
of the craft
residing in Las
Vegas acted: 0. L. Gregory, William
H. Stapp, Dr. J. M. Cunningham,
John S. Clark, T. W. HaywarJ, William G. Haydon, H. A. Harvey, I. A.
,
La Rue, Charles Iifeld, Robirt J.
Chris Wieand anri A. D. H.'.s,
gins. An impressive feature of the
funeral parade cai oat
brought
tears to many eyis vas ihe borse
so .'onp; cy Mi
and buggy driv'-:Ward. The equippage was led by one
of the emplo.' of t lie ataio
l
for the InsaAV
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Store cf tiia Bast of Everytlilog

Tau-pert-

Eelila

-

crowded.

FOR THE
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SATURDAY

DENOMINA--

"

ENGAGE IN
TIONS WILL
COTTAGE GATHERINGS.

George W. Morsehead, formerly
bookkeeper at the local Harvey house,
has been appointed manager of El
Mr.
Ortiz Harvey house at Lauiy.
Morsehead was appointed manager of
the Harvey house at San Marcial after leaving Las Vegas. Frank Gore,
for the past few months manager of
El Ortiz, has accepted a position in
Cheyenne, Wyo. Mr. Gore was popular in Lamy.

ARRIVING DAILY SUCH AS
Radishes
Lettuce
Ot-eOnions
Bunches
Spinach
Cucumbers
Fresh Tomatoes

.

Green and Wax Beans
Green Peas
Summer Squash

r

"

Rhubarb
Asparagus
Beets

Turnips

Carrots? New Potatoes and Sweet Peppers

L
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T
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REDUCTION

Hit

FAMOUS

Mil!
F
"4 rfx nnnrn
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'HT

SALE

f

at the

4

'
'

f

Boys' combined classes 9 o'clock.
Box-batournament at 7:30 o'clock:
Directors vs. Seniors. All members of
each team requested to be present on
time.
ll

"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
son. Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave orders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
The Chinese are proving the ca
pacity for absorbing western culture.
A member of the assembly at Peking
thre his Inkwell at another member
the other day.
FACTS

That Potter's can serve that next
party of yours at less expense and
worry, with the best of service and refreshments than you can. Let un
quote you prices on any number of

nirn
INYU

d As durable as porcelain and
no more expensive than white
enamel

if

f

Y. M. C. A.

i

E

J
TOMORROW"

-

f

A LARGE SHIPMENT

JUST RECEIVED

A Rt liEvble Jpe Sewing
'

Refrigerator

evt a.

Moderate Cost

See, Our Line Today
C. JOHNSEN & SON

J.

Exclusive Loca.1 Agents

SMALL IRRIGATED FARM
Wouldn't you like a nice little irrigated farm right close to the
edge of the city?
j
We have ten acres, more than half of It in alfalfa, that we can sell
at half value right now. - "'
Don't fail to get our price on this and other property. We are
not offering any property for sale where the price is not cut to meet
,
present conditions.:.:
.

'

people.
CO.

Adv.

Methodist church there will be a
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
union meeting of all the protestant
churches of the city, for the purpose LOST Old gold hat pin, amethyst set,
of preparing for the big revival that
between Normal and Johnsen furniis to be conducted here by Rev. Wilture store. Return to Optic office.
liam Runyan during July. This revival will start on July 9 and up to
that time the different churches will
'
be preparing for it. A number of
cottage prayer meetings will be held
Tuesday evening at the home of
Prof, and Mrs. B. J. Reed; Mrs. I.
W. Lively will have charge of the
gathering. On the same evening at
the home of Mrs. Alice Rice another
meeting will be held. D. L. Batche-lo- r
will have charge of this gather-

SANITARY

BAKERY GOODS

ing.
On Friday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. IL Stewart, W. G.
Ogle will have charge of a meeting,
and on Saturday night at the home
of Mrs. and Mrs. Woodcock the last
cottage meeting will be held, E. P.
Showaltpr will lead this gathering.

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE
We

to-

force has been
afternoon day that the police
to
enfore strictly
instructions
given
and evening amounted to .53 inch,
the
ordinance regarding the use of
to
Volunteer
O.
Observer
according
withL. Hargrove of the Normal Univers-sity- . fireworks and oilier explosives
permiss-ablis
not
in
It
the
city limits.
The fall on the mesa amounted
to use these articles in the city,
to nearly two inchces and was general all over the northern and east- and those who cannot withstand the
ern part of the state. In some parts temptation to celebrate the Fourth
or upon the naof the city during the storm that of July, prematurely
g
use of
the
tion's
by
birthday,
telephones and electric lights were
are
to
advised
go
explosives,
of
out
on
commission
account of
put
the lightning. The street cars were out on the mesa to have their fun.
of1
Police Coles says he will en
stranded for a period of about 30 Chief
force
the ordinance strictly.
minutes before the storm. The weather prophets of the city say that the
rain will continue until the change
NOTICE.
of the moon. This rainy season is
East Las Vegas. N. M., June 17,
one of the best that Las Vegas has 1913. From this date I will not be
seen for a number of years and is a responsible for any accounts conmost auspicious sign that the crops tracted by my wife.
all over the state will be large.
J. J. RAFTERY.
Adv.
,The (rainfall yesterday

e

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A
Phone Main 40

-
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FLEMING,
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Pres. and Mgr.
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-

-

604 Lincoln Avenue

THE OLD RELIABLE
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Hos-piia-

WO HAVE FRESH VEGETABLES
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at the First

Mayor R. J. Taupert announced

DAY
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THE POTTER CANDY
On Wednesday evening

IS THE LAST:

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

PLAIN

PRAYER

ilHMIWIMWIMlflr

Copyright Hart Schaffner & Mat

7

are head

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

STRAWBERRIES AN

noise-makin-

CHERRIES EVERY DAY

Grbssi KellySole Agents

C.D.BOUCHER
PHONE. MAIN 4 and 21

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS

OPI

